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Elder Patterson Blasts Policies Of WDIA
Station Official Says
Salesman Made Mistake

Arsonists Put Torch
To Bertrand High Gym

By EDWARD HARRIS

- A fire set on the stage in Kerr avenue and saw smoke
the gymnasium-auditorium of billowing from the gymnasium.
Father Bertrand High School The three were Michael Jackby arsonists early Sunday son, 3273 Norton rd.; Jesse
morning caused at least S35,- Ford, 5013 Travis rd,, and Al000 damage. the principal, vin Casey of 3006 Sax rd., who
Father Batson, said.
live in the area beyond the
If the hard-wood floor of the Walker Homes cummunity.
building has been ruined by Father Batson said the school
too much water from Fire De- usually has city policemen on
partment hoses, the damage duty at the dances, but
that
Will go higher, he said.
since it was believed that other
The two-alarm fire was be- events in the city would make
lieved to have been the work them unavailable last Saturda
of arsonists, and Father Bat- night, two were hired from
a
son said school officials are private agency. Later, he said,
trying to reason out what might three officers arrived and
have given offense to someone brought the number on duty
to the extent that they felt up to five.
impelled to set the school gym
There were rumors that
on fire.
The fire was believed to have someone threw rocks through
been started at 12:30, about an one of the guard's car windhour and a half after the shield and injured the man's
school's weekly dance ended. wife, he said, but he had been
The principal said that foot- unable to obtain proof that this
ball Coach W. P. Porter was occurred.
in charge of the affair, and The gymnasium also serves
that it was attended by about as the school's cafeteria, so
300 students from all parts of,the fire brought an unexpected
recess to its 208 students.
the city.
The dances have been a Father Batson said that he did
weekly event of Father Ber- not know when classes would
trand for the past six or seven resume.
A $35,000 BLAZE
—Fire
years, and Mr. Porter said that No one is allowed inside the caused some $35,000 damnothing occurred at the dance gymnasium since the fire, be- age to the Father Bertrand
which would lead him to be- cause the overhead beams have High School gymnasium
lieve that one of the partici- been damaged and there is early Sunday morning, and
pants was incited to commit danger that the roof will col- firemen are seen here in_
arson.
lapse.
Father Batson said that the The kitchen is attached to
fire was reported after three the gymnasium but it was not
young men were driving down damaged.

specting damage in the
Catholic school on Kerr. It
is believed that the fire was
started by an arsonist. The
gymnasium is used for a

two-point conversion pass that
knotted the ball game.
GRAMBLING, La. —Gramb- "We got behind and had to
ling College snapped Tennessee play catch-up," Merritt said
State University's eight-game after the game. "It caused us
winning streak last Saturday to abandon the game plans and
night beofre 16,000 Banal fans, forced us to play play wide
30-21.
open.
Down 21 to 0 with less than
"Our defense broke down,
four minutes left in the first and we made a lot of mistakes.
half, Coach John Merritt's It is hard to make mistakes
Big Blues came roaring back and win on the road," he conwith two quick scores to trail cluded.
21-13 at halftime.
Shannon hit on 21 of 52 passOpening the third period, the es for 298 yards, but the Tigers'
Big Blues knotted the score running game was limited to a
21 to 21.
minus 39 yards. Grambling
The Merrittmen drove 63- quarterback J a mes Harris
yards in 13 plays for their first and halfback Willie Armstrong
touchdown. The quarterback, turned in stellar performances
rsh Shannon, hitting sophomore for the "100 Yards to Glory"
Al Davis with a fotir-yard TD, boys.
toss.
; Harris threw two touchdown
The Big Blues then recover- I passes and Armstrong chalked
ed the ensuing kick-off on, up 102 yards. This was the Big
Grambling's 15, and pushed Blues' first loss in four outover to score five plays later ings this season, and it snapped
on a five-yard run by Shannon. an eight-game winning streak
In the third period, Shannon over the past two seasons,
connected with Davis again on The Merrittmen will have an
a perfectly executed 58-yard open date this weekend before
.
screen pass. Shannon then hit facing the Florida A&M UniverTiger Elbert Drungo with a sity Rattlers on October 26.

Attacked By The 'NAACP'
'
1
1
The Memphis branch of the the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
NAACP has started action to
eliminate what it says is In a letter to Kemmons
chairman of the Board of
Illegal segregation being pracHoliday
Inn, Mrs. Smith said
ticed at the Rivermont Club
on the top floor of the Holiday that among others, complaints
to the policy of Rivermont
Inn-Rivermont.
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, exe- Club have been Dr. Aaron
cutive secretary, said, "From'Henry, president of the Misthe complaints filed with the sissippi State Conference of
local branch, it is obvious that NAACP branches; and Dr. Viexclusion from this so-called vian Henderson, president of
private club is based solely on Clark College of Atlanta.
race."
Mr. Wilson's attention was
She said that as a result of pointed to an item in a daily
complaints, the reittACP is re- newspaper stating that a Nequesting that Holiday Inns of gro girl who had come to the
America, Inc., take immediate city in the cast of "Up With
steps to end under its roof the People" had also been refused
"blatant violation of Title II of service.

For Election
The Memphis Branch of the
NAACP announces the following meetings which involve the
!election of officers for the
Branch for 1970.

Grambling Snaps Big
Blues Winning Streak

Rivermont Club's Bias

NAACP Plans

cafeteria. A dance was held
in the gymnasium some
two hours before the two.
alarm fire. (Photo by Edward Harris)

1. October 27, 1968; Mt. Olive Cathedral, Linden and
Lauderdale; 4:00 P.M.;
Election of Nominating
Committee

SNEAK.)8. CLANTON, 111

Attorney Meets With
50 Blacks For Nixon

2. November 24, 1968; Mt.
Olive Cathedral, Linden
and
Lauderdale;
CPO
P.M.; Report of Nominating Committee and election of Election Supervisory Committee.

id
Edwar s
Chef
Is Assigned
To M.illington

3. December 14, 1968; Election of officers; NAACP
office, 234 Hernand o;
Polls open from 12:00
noon to 6:00 P.M.
4. Annual Meeting Memphis
Branch NAACP, December 15, 1968; Mt. Olive
Cathedral, Linden and
Lauderdale; 4:00 P.M.

Members in good standing
30 days prior to these meetings
Chief Petty Officer George and the election are qualified
participate, vote and hold ofW. Edwards has now finished tc!
flee•
Course
Training
Instructor
his
at Memphis Millington Naval
Air Technical Training Command,
Chief Edwards and the entire class celebrated the occasion with a dinner and dance
which was held in their honor.
The wives and class instructors
were guests at this elaborate
affair.
his 13 years of service, Chief Edwards has been
stationed in 16 countries including, France, Italy, Monaco,
Hawaii and Spain.
His most recent duty before
Memphis was aboard the USS
Essex.
He is assigned as instructor
at the Aviation Fundamental
School here at Millington.
Chief Edwards resides in
Milling Fairway Homes with
his wife, the former Fannie
Young of Memphis and their
three children, George, Jr., Anthony and Tina Ann.

and personally relayed the message
that I was off the air"
Elder Gilbert Patterson, popsaid Elder Patterson.
ular radio evangelist and pastor of Holy Temple Church of He said that his uncle, BishGod in Christ at 1254 Wilson op J. 0. Patterson, Sr. informAvenue, quit his broadcast on ed him that he (Bishop PatterRadio Station WDIA last Sun- son) was censored in his radio
day and called for a "massive broadcast by means of a threeboycott" of the Negro-oriented second delay.
Elder Patterson said, "Presstation.
Bert Ferguson executive vice sure from the station began
president of the station blamed three weeks ago when Mrs.
the current misunderstanding Russell called the church (Hoon an advertising salesman's ly Temple) demanding the bill
inclusion of a quote from what be paid. I had been paying
was meant to have been an in- at the end of each month.
side-the-office memorandum in "Upon WDIA's receipt of the
his letter to Elder Patterson. check, rather than depositing it
He said that after Elder Pat- through regular channels, they
terson read the business letter called Tri-State Bank to see if
over another station — he had funds were in the account."
been broadcasting Sunday night Since Elder Patterson had paid
on Radio Station N1TLOK — the his bill at the end of each
salesman, Sam Willis, inter- month, he considered the stapreted this as meaning Elder tion's calling the bank a "suPatterson no longer wanted to preme insult."
use WDIA, and mentioned this,1 "I have not talked to Mr.
Ferguson," said Rev. Patterhe said.
The WDIA official said that son, "because I am not interhe has made repeated efforts ested in returning to WDIA
to communicate with Elder until some of his policies are
Patterson since the "regret- black man takes pride in the
table incidents," and that he changed."
mailed a letter to the mini- editorials of WDIA.
ster's home on Oct. 10 inform- "No decent self-respecting
ing him that the station's fa- "If Mr. Ferguson is at all
cilities were available for his interested in upgrading the
black community then why
Oct. 13 broadcast.
"I didn't hear from him," doesn't he have a black face
Mr. Ferguson said, "so per- in the station's news department; a black face in the sales
haps he was out of town."
In his final broadcast on Ra- and advertising department; a
dio Station WDIA, Elder Pat- black program director and a
terson spoke of "the many black assistant general manaevils of our city, one of them ger?
being the policies of Radio Sta- "If WDIA is to be the voice
tion WDIA and especially their IN the black community it
should be the voice OF the
editorials."
"Then on the 9 p.m. WLOK black community," he said.
Elder Patters-on continued,
broad,.a st, I tiead a letter from
Mr. Sam Willis of WDIA's "I have a booklet mailed to me
sales staff. This letter quoted by WDIA where Mr. FerguMr. Bert Ferguson's hard son admits that the great perline policy for churches on his centage of listeners are Nestation," Mr. Patterson added. groes, therefore his editorials
Elder Mr. Patterson hint ed deal mainly with problems that
that the new "hard line" poli- confront Negroes, but WDIA
cy dictated by Mr. Ferguson editorials do not take the Newas a means of pressure be- groes' point of view."
cause of his (Elder Patter- "In one of these editorials
he started with the words, 'Dr.
son's) outspoken sermons.
The letter from Mr. Willis Martin Luther King, Jr. seems
stated that every church of to be wrong even when he is
WDIA would have to pay for right!'. In that editorial, he
points out "Martin Luther
their broadcast in advance.
Any church that got one week King, Jr. .. as being the greatbehind would not go on the est enemy of the Negro solnext Sunday.
diers in Viet Nam."
Any new church that wanted "I feel that the time has
to identify with WDIA would come for Mr. Ferguson to reahave to put up a four week ad- lize that he has built a finanvance deposit and after being cial empire at the expense of
on for two weeks, pay one the black community; he must
week in advance.
also begin to treat black people
"As a result of my reading with dignity and respect if he
this letter, Mr. Willis called is to continue to survive.

e^gt,

There's a movement across form of injustice is for black
the state of Tennessee and,, people to join the Republican
other states directed toward thel Party in large numbers thereby
,
neo
involvement of more black --1 making it less likely that we
pie in the operation and func- will help put Democrats in ofton of the Republican Party. fice who will continue to let
On October 9, Attorney W-il- , things stay as they are.
ham Pete Underwood of Chattanooga, president of the Chat- This group of Nixon suptanooga Branch of the NAACP, porters firmly believe in a two
former member of the Tennes- Party system. However, they
see Human Development Corn- , state that those satisfied with
mission and assistant director' the conditions locally under the V
•
in the campaign for Richard Democratic Party should re-1
Nixon
ati;
in e
inastate of Tennessee main with that party.
approximately 50
OW for Nixon at the In many interviews and surhYlte.k
veys taken across the state ofi
Lon
'Motd.
Tennessee it has been revealed I Annual Women's Day will be
These Republicans take the, that many of our people are observed Sunday, October 20,
position that the poor are get-, dissatisfied with the local and at Old Nonconnah
Baptist
tins poorer and the rich are state Democratic leadership. Church, 3257 Hernando Rad.
getting richer under the DemoThe speaker for the 3:00 p.m.
cratic Party at the city, coun- The doors of the Republican program will be Mrs. Viola
ty and state levels of our gov- Party are open to all persons Ware of New Tyler AME Church
ernment. They claim that black willing to work and think posi- Music will be rendered by
people are not getting a fair tively about building black the women choruses of Middle
share of the city, county and capitalism which the Demo- Baptist Church — Whitehaven
cratic Party has failed to do in — and Mt. Pleasant Baptist
state jobs
They note that this is primal' 36 years of leadership. The Church, Boston Street.
ily the fault of black people economic gap continues to Theme for the observance is
who put Dethocrats into office widen between the black and "Women's Role in God's Diwho thereafter completely ig- whites. It is time for us to vine Drama." Mrs. Bessie C.
nored their pleas for jobs. stop being emotional and face Rogers is General Chairman
The NIRO, supporters believe the truth of our economic stat- ane the Reverend Jacob W.
Davis, Pastor.
that the ody way to erase this us.

"Id

Nonconnah
Baplist Women
Plan For Sunday

18 NIXON T It Mr
—Atty. William Polo Underwood of Chattaisooga was in
Memphis last week to seek
support for Presidential
Candidate Richard Nixon.
and here he Is seen after a

Wok ma Cd. *dm 11,.., loodWise Roptitileao
leader. A It v. Underwood
spoke to so black citizens
for Nixon last week at the
Lorraine Motel.

on•••••,./.11...n•

ON CAMPAIGN TRAIL —
Atty. George R. Brown reports his campaign as infor
dependent candidate
State Representativ, from

District Five is gaining momentum, and he is seen
here distributing bumper
stickers in King's Barber
Shop at Walker and Wel

lington. Listening to him
are Mrs. Marie Thomas. a
beautician, and barher
Samuel Smith (14 ithe rs
Photo)

Heed Student Voices
— "Today's' president pointed out.
NASHVILLE
that may exist in our acastudent
i s s e r ious-minded l This v, as Dr
Torrence's demic program and correct
about %+ hat he is taught and first speech to the student them. We must exert every
, how he is taught," said Pres' body, and he made an Webdent A l' Torrence sPeakIng, hie impression. ''Our students effort to identify legitimate
at Tennessee A&I State Urn- i today are more socially aware grievances and alleviate them
versity last week "And,' he of the inequities of society than "We must not let irrevelant
added,'' he has a right to in- were their counterparts of curricula, services, and in51st on relevance in the edu former years," he said. To- stitutional activities plague us.
cational protram he is pursu-'day's college students "are The responsibility for doing
ing
more concerned about racial this is a joint one. By working
Newly elected to head of Injustice, about prior made. together we can lasers the
Tennessee State, Dr TorrenCe!quacies of educational expert- continued growth and d•••10.
was addressing the student ,ences, about war and peace. ment of this institution that we
body, faculty, and represents- "We cannot be passive about all love so much.
itives of local institutions of their interests and cannot COD- The new president, a 1948
higher education at the open- demn them for rejecting out- graduate of the university,
ing convocation.
moded methods and ideas and assumed his duties here Sepfor
wanting to change situ- tember 1 having been elected
,
rose
His capacity audience
State Board
in an applauding ovation when Iations for the better. Looking August 9 by the succeed Dr.
to
Education
of
which
we
future,
about
the
to
impact
such
Of
be concluded.
servwas his speech, in Its lead ed. are concerned today, we must Walter S. Davis, who has
president.
Sorial five days later, The expose any fundamental flaws ed 25 years as
Nashville Teenessean. wrote:
"The address delivered last
I. Martin, USA, depot
commander, who hands her
a $25 U. S. Savings Bond
for her work as Inquiry
Machine operator in the
Central Receipt Processing

Section. She was cited for
work in September. Defense Depot Memphis is a
major field activity of the
Defense Supply Agency.

•
the new president of Tennessee •
•
Add State University,
the •
la
be reprinted and placed on
should

-

MINUTE AUTOMATIC

CAR WASH $

in the nation."
a
"Dr. Torrence, it seems,"
Monday
U
— continued the daily's editorial, •
a
thni
"came close to recognizing •
a
Friday
the causes of the unrest sweep- •
la
ing American campuses. He
went further than most in
•
recommending sensible poli- a
3100 Summar at Baltic
cies for reducing discontent" noommm••••■••■••Nowaosomonam•si
Students who are concerned
about war and racial injustice
WASHINGTON, D . C
— office holders, including 153 groes will be voting, seeking should not be condemned,
(Special) — A record-breaking current members of 30 state
office and involved in cam. and university administrators
total of more than 200 Negro legislatures.
state ought to heed their voices, the
paigns in nearly every s
Democratic
candidates
are! "We expect the number of I in the union, and especially
expected to win election on,ib
black
alto
Democratic
t
state legis- in the deep South," Martin
November 5, swelling the
rs o increase this year said.
ranks of black public office in Arizona, Colorado, Georgia,
The biggest single election
holders to more than 700.
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michi-'
The black Democrats will an Missouri Tennessee and,gain this year will probably
come in Tennessee, where 10
hold
new
offices, ranging, Washington,"
'fington,'
' Deputy Chair- black Democrats are seeking
from constable
to
United man Martin said.
election as members of the
States Congressman, with apIn addition, it appears as state legislature in the Senate
proximately 50 new candidates though
black Democrats will and House.
seeking offices in 32 states,
be sitting for the first time —
Mr 10 OAS.411 930 pm.
In' addition, hundreds of
•
in recent years in legislatures
Motu Ora Sat.
black appointees now hold
in Florida, North Carolina and
key positions from
bureau'I
possibly Alabama." he added.
chiefs to Cabinet Secretary
Illinois now leads all states
and
U. S. Supreme Court' with a
total of 15 Negro DemJustice under the present'
ocrats in the State legislature,I
Ad
Johnson-Humphrey
but Georgia is expected to be
tration, according to Louis I a surprising
second with an
Martin, Deputy Chairman of
increase from 12 to 14 Negro
the Democratic National Corn- , representatives
this fall.
mittee.
New Negro Democratic Missouri has 13 black legiscandidates.
Mich iCongressmen are expected to.lative
win election from St. Louis, gan and New York have 12
Cleveland
and
B r o oklyn. each, and Maryland, Pennsyl265 E. McLEMORI AVI. 942-9251
along with Negroes seeking vania and Ohio remain tied
with
10
each.
All
are
Demore-electi6n from Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, New York crats•
"1968 is going to see the i
and Philadelphia.
William Clay of St. Louis, most dramatic gaig in black
of r officeholders i n nearly 100,
Mrs. Shirley
Chisholia
Brooklyn and 'Attorney Louisi years. And for 'the first lime
Stokes of Cleveland are the in history, Negroes will be
Democratic candidates favored able to participate fully in the
to win election to the House election process no matter
of Representatives in Novem- what state they live in," Mr.
ber.
Martin emphasized.
The vast majority of Negro "As a result of the 1964 Civil
elected officials are Demo- Rights law and the 1965 Voting
crats, and there are more Rights Act passed by the
Birthday Cakes
than 500 black Democratic present Administration. Me-

More Than 200 Negro Democrats

"Carmen herself, Uta Levka, plays the sexpot
temptress for all she's worth—and that's quite
something. She has a let's-have-fun look in her
eyes that recalls Melina Mercouri in "Never on
Sunday." With "La Dolce Vita" parties thrown in
for good measure, the movie will give you your

: SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :

Admission $1.00 This Program Only!!
Night!!
Free Parking Sundays All Day and
P.M.
11:00
After
Daily

It's good business
to rent trucks
from Carl Carson

Soft, Casual
Dyed-to-Match Pair...

DONUT SHOP

Now
Under New
Management

COME IN AND SEE US TODAY

Retirement Will End
50 Years With Bell

and
in
Georgia
Over half a century in manager
be I South Georgia district manaservice
will
telephone
marked by the retirement of ger for North Georgia and
Ray Freeman, general public
relations manager for South.aannah, and Memphis, TenCentral Bell Telephone Corn- I nessee. In 1958, he transferpany in Tennessee, on Octo- red to Nashville to head the
public relations activities in
ber 31.
"Mr. Freeman, who began his Tennessee.
telephone career in 1917, has Interested in various civic prohas
Freeman
Mr.
pro- jects,
watched the industry
gress from hand-cranked tele- actively supported the Ameriphones to dial to the new can Cancer Society for many
sets," years. He was chairman of the
Trimline
push-button
from
committee
Wallace R. Bunn. Tennessee crusade
vice president and general' 1963 through 1967. During 1968,
manager, said today in an- , he has served as special
events chairman for the Tenpouncing the retirement.
Since beginning his career nessee Division of the Ameriin Atlanta, Ga.. as an office can Cancer Society. He was
boy at the age of 13, Freeman presented the National Amenhas held positions of increas- can Cancer Society's award
ing responsibility. He has for his outstanding contribuserved as a division sales tions to the control of cancer.

Party Cookies
Pies
Donuts iasserted)
Mrs. Petty* I. Goice, Mgr.lesse Turner, Pres.

FREE

FREE

Your little hero will be proud to sport
a outdoorsy jacket with zip front
ozy pile or quilted lining. Pace seting new styles!

FREE

1/2 Dozes glazed donuts FREE with the
purchase ef one dozes donuts at the
regular price.
BRING THIS AD WITH YOU

A
POWERFUL
PUT-TOGETHER LOOK,.. resulting
from soft sweaters and dyedto-match bonded wool slacks
joining forces. Striped Orlon*
acrylic top comes in 2 flattering styles: three-quarter
sleeve and square neck' or
long .sleeved sweater with
jewel neck and pull-through
belt. Pink, blue, mint. Shop
Woolco today ... this stunning
outfit is now specially Woolco
low priced!

We've no red
carpet to roll out;
no brass band to •
serenade you. But
we can help you
with names and
locations of
schools, lists of
community facilities, shopping
information and
all the other things
you'll want to know
about your new home town.
convenience
'A Welcome Wagon hostess will visit at your
to provide all this and gifts so well.
Wagon.
It's all yours—free—fore telephone call to Welcome

• Greet valet at this low Woolen peke!
• Like having 2 jackets in J!
• Blue, pink, make.

•

•

I

I
I

Wonderful 100% nylon — drips dry In
a flash, never needs an iron! Print
reverses to solid/ Pile edged hood,
zipper front, knit wristlets. She'll
want to wear hers everywhere!

OtY
0Please

have the Weicr . e V,i aa'. - instP-!•'-, All On Ir'
El I would like to subscribe to
Cl I already subscribe to
Fill out coupon and mail to Circulation Dept.

• Smart Fall colors.
• Comes
eendissny,
*Dacron,
Poirwetcrieettes
blends,
nylon/oxford styled
• Warne, ehill-elusekag
hooded jackets.

0055055 PROOF

100% BUNKO SCOTCS1
WHISPY IMPORTED 55 MR ROSTOR
1115,111FR I51 505105 MASS

SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
1833 So. Third St. & Betz Blvd.

EASTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
5100 Park Ave. at. White Station Rd.
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Dr. James R. Lawson Inaugurated At Fisk

NASHVILLE — In an ad- 1 in which whites and blacks tural context of the Negro Col- Idegrees from
the University of
dress marking his inaugural as i are communicating with each,lege."
IMichigan.
the eighth president of Fisk'other about
the fact of race Performing the investiture of H
specialist in infrared
University, Dr. James Ray- as equals," Dr. Lawson
said. Dr. Lawson, a Phi Beta Kappa spectroscopy and
a member of
mond Lawson gave notice that
CALI. US WORE YOU ARV
He said that in his opinion graduate of Fisk in the Class
EMBARRASSED
Fisk would not turn its back
a good liberal education for of 193.5, was his fellow class- the Board of Directors of Oak
on its heritage in future wider
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
Negroes is one that is rele- mate, the noted author-histori- Ridge Association Universities.
programs to serve the national
vant to their heritage and to an and professor and chairman Dr. Lawson has contributed
CALL
community.
current problems of the larger of the department of history to a number of scientific
To do so, he told a distin:culture.
of the University of Chicago, journals, including the Journal
Chemical Physics, the Jourguished audience of visiting Fisk Dr. Lawson
said, no Dr. John Hope Franklin, who of
nal of Analytical Chemistry
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
scholars, alumni, students and longer needs to
serves
as
chairman
of
the
measure up to
and the Journal of the AmenPH. PA 7-6031. parents, would be to fly intoithe "standardized yardstick" Fisk Board of Trustees.
Optical Society.
the face of the hard reality1
president
new
•
was
The
forCan
set by the educational estabof the university's own history, lishment. He laid out
merly
professor
and
chairman
is co-director of the Fisk
He
a prorich in the task of eliminating
gram for "exploring with all of the Departments of Physics Infrared Spectroscopy Institute
IIIM.
.
1.
11 .
1111 111.11191011101111111Mthe tragic effect of racism in of our might the resources of at Tennessee A & I State and a member of Sigma Xi
American life.
intellect and aesthetics in Ne- University and Fisk before Fraternity, the American Phy"As a Negro liberal arts gro culture and use them to his election last fall by the sics Society, the Optical Socollege, Fisk has a special role,erf ich new curricula and to board to head the 102-year- ciety of America, Society of
Applied
S p ectroscopy,
and
to play at this moment in help devise methods that are old institution.
history. A new day is dawning relevant to the unique cul- A Louisville native, Dr. Law- the American Association of
T.mILITAR1', trainee. local • .$4800
son holds the M. S. and Ph.D. Physics Teachers

TIRMITES-ROACHKS
WATER BOOS- RAT1
USINISed and loaded

O.Z. EVERS

HELP

LAWYER, LLB, no esp. Mgr.,
train
corporate law. Nat'l . . 27000
OFFICE MANAGER, Degree
blue Chip firm, local

PRODUCTION MGR., any type plant
or Adm. Mgr. esp.. local . $9000
KNOINEER8. Elec.. Mech., Chem.
or
Bine.. local & relocate
510,000
MATHEMATICIAN. Degree,
cap. Mr., Nat'l firm

working
$8.500

Ad
mi
ra
l
QUALI
TY COLOR TV

LAB TECH TRAINEE.
college chem.
reqr.. no sip., local .. .
.45500
SALES TRAINEE. Degree
& sym., great finure

I ti
Barite*
87000

PRINTER TRAINEE. sharp,
young
H8 grad., learn business
$$$$$
HEAT. STEAM
NANCE, 2nd

Post Office Official

3 FULL YEARS PROTECTION

Accts.
$9600

A/C MINTZlicense

—woo

..010111110111

BIG 18"
SCREEN

,....

CARPENTER, some exp. ..hr. $2.50
MARKET INFORMATION RE4EARCH
Type 50 WPM, Interesting vit.
ACCOUNTANT. Degree. no exp. rear..
unlimited future .
ST500
CLAIMS CLERK TRAINEE, knowledge or trn. Ins. or medical terms,
$S depends *due. and exp.
Msg.

969"
NO MONEY
DOWN

OFFICE MANAGER, manage steno
pool. type & shhd., mature ..$5100
TELETYPE OPR., exp. reqr.

Attends Mobile Meeting
Four Memphis Post Office meeting which features nationofficials were in Mobile, Ala., wide improved mail service
for a Customer Relations Con- with special emphasis on helpference last Thursday and Frimailers in the pre-sort
day, Postmaster Lydel Sims ing
and
ZIP
mail-early
Code
reported.
They are M. 0. Clark, direc- programs.
tor, office of administrative Moderator for the conference
services, and the three local is C. T. Rutherford, customer
Customer Relations Represen- relations officer for the Memtatives, A. G. Plunk, Harold phis Regional
Post Office.
Fortner and Joseph Stewart Edward M. Kriz, director of
Jr.
customer relations for the
Customer relations employees Post Office Department, will
from post offices in Tennes- represent Postmaster General
see, Mississippi and Alabama W. Marvin Watson at the twoattending
are
the regional day meeting.

PRESIDENT INSTALLED
— Dr. James Raymond
Lawson, right, is given
charge of office as the
eighth president of Fisk

University by Dr. John
Hope Franklin, chairman
of the Fisk board of trustees. Both men were members of Fisk University's

Class of 1935. Dr. Franklin
is chairman of the Department of History of the
University of Chicago.

36 MOS. TO PAY

83800

KEYPUNCH OCR.. exp. reqr. .54100
COMPUTER OCR., exp. reqr.
JR. STENO. exp. shhd
varied duties, 3 days
CLERK-TYPIST. some

The ASHLEY—Model 8T11CC

5555$

typing,
84500

Quality 18" Portable Color Television

exp. . $3900

For Appt: 525-0773

1030 Exchange BI
SOUTHERN
EMPLOYMENT INC.

2228
2282 PARK

SSVIS NOWA

_NI eiL

FA 3-7676
458-4635

Roth Stores
Open 'til 9

LJ 04LLUt 08 JOOSS of

writ

isassei6
JO;siieo ir"
stars Bob Hope and
fl I:la RI;SS & The Supremes.
miff on NBC-TV. 10-11 PM EDT„9-10 PM CDT.

NOIS08 •ALAI MO

RCA Month Special-$75 Trade-in Allowance on these advanced RCA Color TV consoles.

$75 trade-in allowance (optional) at participating dealers on your
old TV when you buy one of these handsome color consoles. All
have fiddle-free Automatic Fine Tuning, big 6" oval speakers and

dependable solid copper circuits. Choose, left to right, the Italian
Provincial Modena, Early American Bradfield, French Provincial
Dubois or Mediterranean Pamaro.

SURE CURE FOR

Only
$888!
Console quality color in a
new advanced design portable. Big 18" diag., 180-sb
in. screen. The
$359.95*
Candidate.

ish-styled Ann Arbor.

New low price for RCA TV—The
Scout, a Bing Crosby Special.
RCA black-and-white quality has
never been so easy to own. The
Scout, 11" diag., 71-sq. in. picture

18 OBOE CHARGER

ONLY

$30000

DOWN

i

AM EAR OI
aneas VALVE

FULLY FACTORY EQUIPPED INCLUDING
WHITE WALL TIRES 22S CU. INCH
MN
RADIO HEATER AND WNEELCOVERS

CHUCK HUTTON CO.

1170 ISNION AVE.

NOTES
$8522
ainuaapa
Tax

0 YEAH WITS NSW

275-$143

FREE!
5-piece pen set just
for looking and listening, at participating dealers.

RCA Month stereo special.
5-record stereo album free at
participating dealers with RCA
Stereo Consoles like this Dan

$39995*

See these RCA Month values at your dealer tomorrow.

RCA's easy to carry, easy
on the eyes color portable.
14"ding.,102-sq.in.screen.
The Carry-ette. $299.95*

The Bing Crosby Special. AM
Pockette Radio, with battery,
earphone and wrist strap.
'Optional with Soaker.

$4.95*
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St. John On Vance Planning Centennial'

HELP WANTED
I EARN $110. A sio. Irma.e IN

JOS
CORPS TRAINING SCHOOL
CALL NAP-SOUTH 526-8596

save d

Lease trucks from
(ARIA CARSON!

The Centennial Celebration Emancipation
P r o clamation B. Martin.
i In 1933 Rev
McEwen
A
of the St. John Baptist Church, issued by President Abraham
In 1892 Rev. William J Mc- Williams was elected pastor
!ocated at 640 Vance Avenue Lincoln terminating
slavery
of which the Rev. A. McEwen in the United States of Ameri-r- Michael was called to succeed 1 and under his leadership our
Williams is pastor, will be.Ca. The church was organized Rev. J. B. Martin and in 1915 church plant has grown from,
held during the month of on the corner of Washington the church elected Rev. Wil-perhaps, a one-room renting
November 1968 with weeklylAvenue and Fourth Street Un- laim B. Bivens, a nephew accommodation to a one half
dollar plant now on
programs
tbro ughout
theicier the pastorage and leader- of Rev. McMichael, as asmonth featuring national andiship of Rev. George J. Mosby. sistant pastor to Rev. Mckfich- the corner of Orleans and
.
'Vance avenue.
local outstanding personalities' In 1881 the church moved to ael
each S u n day
during
the Exchange and High Street
month's celebration.
under the leadership of Father p
The church was organized L. Patterson.
100 years ago in November
In 1885 Rev, Charles Sprat1968
three years after the tan was elected pester. and
— Reverends M. L. Copeland,
Alex Hunt and J. B. Martin
followed in succession.
The Church moved to 55 The Fourteenth annual Midi lery League and Goldsmith's,
North Lauderdale Street tm-, South Art Exhibition, sponsor- one of Memphis's leading deder the leadership of Rev. J. ed jointly by Brooks Art Gal- partment stores, will be presented at Brooks Memorial Art TUSKEGEE GOVERNCity
week as Tuskegee
Gallery Memphis, Tennessee, MENT — A history proCouncilmen. From left are
March 1-30 1969.
fessor at Tuskegee and a
Frank B. Bentley, funeral
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
The juror will be Lloyd relocation officer with the
director; A. C. Bulls, Jr.,
Goodrich, advisory director of Institute's government—
relocation officer -at TusWhiteny Museum of American sponsored Labor Mobility
kegee; L. M. Gragg. local
Art in New York. He studied Program were among five
businessman; Mayor C. N.
with Kenneth Hayes Miller at persons
sworn
in last
Keever, Frank Thiand,
the Art Student League in
New York, taught, wrote, researched, and from 1958 until
this year was director of the Christ Baptist Church at 494 The devotion will be given
Whitney. He has written books
S. Parkway East will hold its by Charles Turner of Greater
on Thomas Eakins, Winslow
Homer, Juniyoshi, Reginald first Night Sunday School ses- Middle Baptist Church. A speMarsh, Max Weber, Edward sion on next Sunday, Oct. 20, cial feature will be a flannel
beginning at 7 p.m. Many board demonstration by Mrs.
Hopper, John Sloan, Albert
Ryder, and the general scene visiting teachers have been in- F. M. Harris, a member of
vited to teach classes.
Union Grove Baptist Church
of American art.

rizes Are Announced
For Art Exhibition

OLD
CHARTER

Tuskegee history professor; and William Peterson,
elementary school teacher
of Macon County. Oath of
office for the six was administered by Macon County Sheriff Lucius Amerson.

Christ Baptist Will Hold Night Sunday School

TWO BEST PEACES TO GETMORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
367 Union
527-4471

SET
80IN'to

2999 Summer
323-5594

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

B H

TAILORS

INC.

243 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Mornsids. Tonmesseo
'YOU/ Compost Makes Whet Yee Ask ht
Creme What Yoe Think or

Aid

STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKY • 116 PROOF • ZI965, OLD CHARTER DIST. CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.

\aor

Make the most of their
"Wonder Years"

Prizes:
$1,000
Purchase
Award — Best in Show —
Presented by Goldsmith The
five $100 Awards will not be
given in specific categories
this year: open to works in
oil and related media, watercolor and related media, sculpture, and prints and drawings
—presented by Brooks
Art
Gallery League. Winner of purchase award will be given a
one-man exhibition at Brooks
Art Gallery during the year
1969.
Brooks Art Gallery League
will again contribute services
and funds to cover operating
expenses, and will be hosts to
all competing artists at a preview and awards reception at
the Gallery on the evening of
Feb. 28.
All artists now residing in
Tennessee, Arkansas, and Mississippi and in those parts of
Missouri, Illinois,
Kentucky,
: Alabama, and Louisiana within a radius of 250 air miles
of Memphis, and all artists
whose legal residence is in this
area are invited to submit en- tries. Detailed information and
entry blanks will be in the
mail soon to artists who have
previously participated. Others
interested may secure information and entry blanks by writing to Mrs. Robert K. Jones,
Chairman, Mid-South Exhibition, Brooks Art Gallery Memphis, Tennessee, 38112.
Receipt of entries: Jan. 6-22
Judging of entries: January
27-28
Entry Fee: $5 per artist,
limited to three entries.

Women's Day
Th Be Observed
ftt NilW Bethel

HOGUE & KNOTT BRaltiONS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Mem his!
led;m Memphis k.y MemplRioot,
. rustled daily to your big.
& Knoll supermtri.ot for
ourewn freshAeLL

274
BREAD
BROWN''N SERVE 27c
Hcilue & Knot+
1 2-(b. Sandwich Loaf
Big I /

ROLLS
We

Reserv• Th• R i ht To L

During these years your children
develop in many ways—actually
grow to 90% of their adult height.
To help make the most of their
"Wonder Years," serve them
nutritious Wonder Bread. Every
delicious slice is carefully
enrichad with foods for body
and mind. So make the most of
their "Wonder Years."

',joie WONDER

io a.

•..,C.11101111111•0

it

Osonfiri•s

PORK SAUSAGE
LB. 41

lb. 5910

STAR KIST

1

TUNA
CHUNK STY -LE
6hOZ.

1

JOWLS

SMOKED

CURED
SUGAR

0

lb,

35f#

FREEZER QUEEN
"BOIL IN THE BAG"
SLICED BEEF, CHICKEN, TURKEY
SALISBURY STEAK, CHACK EN A—LA—KING

5 OZ. SERVII4.7.

BLEACH
,GAL. 390

TEXACO
BACON
2 LB.

".

•

•

r

•-t ••[.

,
a. •,•

wr.d.

.•••• •.,•
Pr4.•••
,

r-11,.../.•••112• 41.4•L'•-St.,

.•t•••

rr • r • •

250
.

HOGUE & KNOTT

TASTY BRAND

MOTOR

)

PKC.

ti

OIL

LS.

BUSH

PK C. 57410

GREENS
lb 10C

20
SCOT T

WHITE

TOWELS

30
WI.
QT.250

G

-

APPLES
490

pkg. 350

is

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
1578

4311 SUMMER
3384 N. THOMAS 973 SO. THIRD

LAMAR

3362 SUMMER

of **SKIN SUCCESS' SOAP. It Loser,
bellows whil• it bets 'VMS Met often
separate petsp.(at ton otkors
taaltaa
.
;
ri stir
eV.
I. be!

•.•

25c

WE HONOR GOVERMENT FOOD STRIPS....

•

CET HEAD-TO TOE PROTECTION
with ths deep-at'o foamy leed17atres

20 az.
POLY bag 294

OR IN SLICES

PANCAKE MIX
/ LE BOX
390

AIM 111 Isr KISSED 1E11E7 FAN TIN
WITTATION AND SCUMS OF MAIAS'S YOU EVER TNOIIUAT 'gnat 1811
AT A LOW PRICE TRAT WILL MAU 1111.
PAUIER1 "SKIN SUCCESt" ONITWENT . .
relieves We itching and irrdMioe of this
ucly stin trouble It removes the steles
drimarts the horny skin It is cooling me
metliet It refreshes the slue, be washer
heir Is oj Isree ;Owed try pAL1RTS
"Km
ONTINDR, s, t tee
fest blessed relief you yaw mod /
1
2r from
the redoing, 'merlon we Miles of plifiSISS.
ONLY4A C
I
COMB
$01555 n155
AT Orc
ti 07
ECONOMY SI/E IAs Olt ONLY 99e

BABY.
LIMAS

MIXED CENTER

[DUNCAN HINES

PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCE
OINTMENT

SNOW -FRESH

1-4
PORK
LOIN

KNOTT
PURE

HOGUE &

2 roll

The"Wonder Years:'one through twelve,are the formative years
when you can do the most for your child's growth.

Hogue & Kno++
12 to Package

per

Annual Women's Day will
be observed at the New Bethel Baptist Church at 2215 Stovall on next Sunday, Oct. 20.
The theme will be "Retaining
Our Honor at Times Like
These."
The guest speaker for the:
program at 3 p.m., will be.
Mrs. H. H. Culpepper, a member of Progressive Baptist
Church. She will be introduced
by Mrs. Sarah Shelby.
Serving as mistress of ceremonies will be Mrs. Rose M.1
Bowman. She will be introduced by Mrs. Luenether Wilson.
Guest churches invited are
True Vine Baptist Church of
West Helena, Ark., and t h e
Macedonia Baptist Church ofi
Memphis.
Mrs. Roosevelt Williams is
chairman of Women's Day,
and Mrs. W. W. Mitchell cochairman. Mrs. Deotis Thomas
is secretary of Women' Day
and Mrs. H. A. Turnage church
clerk. Mrs. Lillie Mae Evans
is reporter.
Rev. G. G. Brown is pastor
, of New Bethel Baptist Church.

Mrs. M. J. Starks, general
superintendent, s a id. "The
public is invited to come and
study God's word."
J. E. Gooden is assistant
superintendent.
Rev. Eddie Currie is pastor

4

.

t • t •-1 •. •
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Aviv). P. Davis
9 00 AM. to I 00 P.M.

MORE SUPER SOUL MUSIC
HMI MEMPHIS
SUPER SOUL "DYS"

NIGHT and DAV

1341)

Cot Daddie
12:44.M.te 6:A.M.

Reading

History

•

Listed
below
arc
some
sources used in researching
the Daily Defender's series on
Afro-American 'History. These
books should be available in ,I
, the Public Library or in city '
I bookstores.
Davidson, Basil: "The Lost
Cities of Africa," Little
Brown, Boston, 1969.
Drimmer, Melvin, ed.: "Black
History,"
Doubleday
and
Company, Inc., New York,
1968.
DuBois, W. E. B.: "The World
And Africa," Viking, New
York, 1947.
Franklin, John Hope: "From
, Slavery To Freedom," New
York, 1948.
Katz, William Loren: "Eyewitness: The Negro In American History," Pitman Pub. .lishing Co., New York, 1967.
FIELD GENERAL — TenRobinson, W II bemenia
nessee A&I State UniverS.:
"IFlistorial Negro Biograsit)'s quarterback for the
Tigers this year is Bobphies,"
Intersational
The
Shannon, 21-year-old, six. .Library Of Negro Life And
History
foot-two, 294 pound senior
CornPublishers
from Natchez, Miss.
- .pany, New York, 1967.

I

Black

Humphreys, President of Memphis State, followed by "Showboat- curtain at 8 P.M.
All first nighters are cordially invited to attend the afterthe-theatre party on stage (immediately following the performanee), which will be hosted by members of The Dress
Circle. Dress Circle VI and
Memphis State University.
Guided tours of the magnific
cent theatre facilities will be
partiof the Opening Night celebrat on.
To help record the new adventure of theatrical excellence
between Front St. Theatre and
MSC. major television stations
WREC-TV, WMCT and WHBQTV will be on hand, as well as
photographers from the local
newspapers.
Formal dress will be the "in
thing," but certainly not coinpulsory, and everyone planning to attend the Opening
Night performance, October
17th, is urged to purchase his
tickets as soon as possible.

Front Street To Open
In Its New Quarters

dement in the western hemis- which originated in Africa
phere. Balboa reported a black were found here by Columbus
African community at Darien and other early European exin northern Brazil at war with plorers.
neighboring Indians in 1513.
Corps indigenous to the
There is evidence that some Americans such as maize,
tribes such as the Charaus of manihot were found in Africa
northern Brazil, the Black by the Portugese when they
Caribees of St. Vencent on the settled there. One historian
Gulf Coast, and others in states that those crops were
Florida and Venezula were not known in Africa before
descended from Africans. In 900 A. D.
1715 Francisco Garces reportThe tales of a giant current
ed blacks living side-by-side in the Atlantic told by sailors
with the Zuni in the pueb New of Abubakari could well refer
Mexico, a similiar phenom- to
the N orth
Equatorial
enon was reported in Cal- current This current would
ifornia by Le Perouse.
provide a natural highway,
Peruvian legends tell of much like a river, from Seneblack men who managed to gal to Brazil and the West
cross the Andes. Some In- Indies.
When calculating the posdians in Mexico and Central
America chain decent from sibility of African voyages of
Africans. The Otomies of Mexi- the Atlantic one should keep
co, the Caracols of Haiti, the in mind that the distance from
Argualo of Critara, the Ara- Africa to South America is
vos of Orinoco, and the Ma- only 1,600 miles.
The path of (distribution
tayyas of Brazil are believed
to have developed from Afri African colonies in the new
Front Street Theatre, pre! world agrees with the route of
can stock.
The Mayans, Aztecs, and the North Equatorial Cur- miering at Memphis State University Thursday night, spotIncas worshipped black gods. rent.
Quetzalxoatl, the serpent god
Perhaps some readers will lights its great American musior Messiah, and Ek-ahau, the find the idea of African ex- cal comedy, "Showboat," with
trader god, were definitely ploration difficult to accept. a gala Opening Night Party. i
Negroid in depiction.
Front Street will begin a new
There is no reason why, if
Figures of African physiogo- historians can accept the valid- season and a new life at Memmy appeared early in Ameri- ity of the Norse explorations phis State University, and becan sculpture. Five granite on scanty evidence such as ' cause of the monumental imheads weighing nearly five the Vinland Map, there cannot, portance of the evening, the
tons each were found at Tuxla be equal justification for accept- theatre is going all out for a
and Vera Cruz in Mexico.
ance of African Trans-At- very special glittering Opening
From Canada to La Plata, lantic travel on equal evi- Night!
pre-Columbian p o ttery
and dence.
The evening's festivities will
depi eta
sculpture
African
Possibly of the Songhay begin at 7:45 P.M. with a short
types.
empire had not been destroy- welcome speech by Dr. C. C.
Evidence of African explora ed by Moroccan armies in
tion is also found in studies 1591 and subsequently pillaged
of corps in the new world and by European slave traders,
In Africa.
records would have survived
Such foods as yams, taro, ! which would corroborate the
and a certain cotton genus I theories.

Al Perkins
3:00 P.M. .40 7.00 P.M.

Whig Kid
7100 P M. fir 12,00 A M.

As early as the 12th century
Abubakari of Mali outfitted
expenditions which sailed the
Atlantic.
Africans, influenced by the
findings of Arab astronomers
and
geographers, had
for
some time believed in the rotundity of the world.
Abubakari charged
his
sailors to travel until they
sighted land or ran out of supplies.
Months later one ship returned to Mali with a tale of
how the others were caught in
a great current in the middle
of the ocean. Abubakari then
outfitted
a new expedition
which he himself led. So
positive was he of his eventual
return that he appointed his
brother, Musa, as temporary
ruler.
Trans Atlantic voyages were
believed to have been resumed under the reign of Askia of
Songhay in the late 15th and
early 16th centuries.
Upon his arrivials in the new
world Colombus found evidence
of black African settlements
in Hispaniola
Natives there
told his crew of black men
who came out of the south and
southeast bringing gold and
other things.
Amerigo Vespucci is believed to have witnessed the return to Africa of ships carrying black tradesmen.
The
Conquistadores found
much evidence of African set-

Evidence exists to support
theories that Africans crossed
the Atlantic and settled and
traded with inhabitants of the
h e misphere
much
Western
earlier than the European.

By SHERYL FITZGERALD
(°sib Det.r Matt Wilk.)

Did Africans Reach New
World Before Columbus?

,esseiteer„

Black Heritage Notebook
SET

CAPITOL POLICEMAN —
Luther
MeGlocklin, Jr.,
34, light, is the first Negro
to receive an appointmeut to
the U.S. Capitol Police
force from the state of
Tennessee, and he is seen
here with Republican ConWill iam
gressman
E.
Brock of the Third District, which covers Cathtanooga, who made the appointment. A former un-

dereover police officer in
Maryland and lightweight
boxing champion in the
U.S. Air Force in early
in
assisted
he
1950's,
training of fighters who
won titles. A native of
Chattanooga, he is married
and the father of four children. He is one of 3* Negroes serving on the Capitol Police Force.

Leading last Saturday's march down Main Street
was this mule drawn wagon. On board, Mrs. Katie
Sexton being given an assist by Joe Critedan. The
Wagon has become a symbol of the Hospital
Marches. (Photo by Continental)

Members of the Invaders, the Black Power strategist organization who instituted The Neighborhood Organizing Project, also took part in the
march in support of Hospital employees. They are
seen displaying their flag.(Pht by Continental)

Many Civil Rights leaders feel that singing plays
a very significant part in all marches. Freedom
por.gs were very evident in last Saturdays March.
The unidentifed young man pictured above,lead
much of the singing.

Black Community Rallies To Cause

HOSPITAL WALKOUT

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19

SOUL

TRI STA.TE DEFENDER

Lgl
44/)
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Deadlines Announced
For Ovesseas Packages

Christian Club
Holds Meeting

Postmaster
Lydel
Sims
today
postage
rates
.
. . November 9.
urged all Memphis mailers tol
Gifts
'five
pounds or less,
observe the following deadplus
letters
and greeting cards
lines for
mailing
Chrlstmas
sent
at surface rates. These
parcels to servicemen overarticles go by surface to port
seas:
city and are airlifted overGifts weighing more than
five pounds sent by surface seas on a apes-available basis. (SAM)
. November 23.
Gifts up to 30 pounds sent at
surface rate plus $1 fee. These
parcels
are
airlifted from
Memphis on a space-available
basis. (PAL) .. November
The Christian Service Club
30.
met recently at the home of
Airmail .
Decem!rer 11.
Mrs. Allie McQueen of 419 A booklet, "Mail for ServiceWeboitier, and serving as comen
—
A
Postal
Guide
for
hostess with her was Mrs. Speeding Service," is
availaAddie Merriweather.
ble at all postal stations and
The club will meet again branches. -It contains informanext Sunday, Oct. 20, at the tion on correct addressing,
home of Mrs. Alice Mitchell proper packing of parcels,
of 1648 Gill
ave.,
at
3
p.m.
non-mailable
matter,
the right
Mrs. Bettie Dotson is presi- procedures for
m easuring
dent of the club, and Mrs. packages and postage saving
Willie Ada Clark reporter.
I ideas.

WI)
—SAY'S—

soul Power

They had planned to greet striking hospital
workers after they returned from a march
down Main st. but were disappointed when
they learned the marchers had gone to
Clayborn Temple AME Church instead.
There were 75 in the group from Wabbaseba.

town, Tenn .;
Danette
Jones, Memphis; Frances
A. Dykstra, Vermillion, S.
D.; Deborah A. Cigolle,
Albuquerque, N.M., and
Margaret L. Frische, Deming, N.M. Pembroke is the
women's coordinate college
in Brown University.

Honors Convocation
To Be Held On Friday

PEMBROKE FRESHMEN
— Tennessee, South Dakota and New Mexico are
three of the 38 states represented in the 282-member
freshman class at Pembroke College in Providence, R. I. From left are
Jill R. Schaeffer, German_

ARKANSAS VISITORS — Students from
the Walker High School at Wabbaseba,
Ark., came to Memphis last Saturday to
visit the spot at the Lorraine Motel where
Dr. Martin Luaher King Jr., was assassinated on April 4 of this year, and here they
are seen with their teachers, Mossie Richmond, Jr., standing in the hotel court.

Back. To School
"Know It And Yee W•n't Own I t"

WDIA

Radio 10/0
Studying Helps You "Get To It
... Faster!
Soil Power

Words of Wisdom

Annual Honors Convocation Lealoyne-Owen Honor Society
will be conducted at LeMoyne- and Beta Chi.
Owen College at 10:30 this
Recognition will be given to
Friday morning, Oct 18. The students who have earned scholservice will be held in Metro- arships, made the dean's list
politan Baptist Church, across and who are eligible for memthe street from the campus. bership in Alpha Kappa Mu, a
Speaker will be Dr. Francis national honor society.
Fergusson, a professor of comMrs. Velma McLemore, chairparative literature at Rutgers man of the English Department
University. He is coming here is coordinating the program.
under the auspices of the Bryllion and Mary Fagin Lecture in English series which
is maintained by a grant established at LeMoyne in 1965 by It's funny the way some
felDr. Brython Fagin and his late lows will do everything
in the
wife,
Mrs.
Mary
Fagin.
Dr.
world
to
shorten
their lives,
Fagin a retired Johns Hopkins and then pay good money
to a
University professor, taught at doctor to tell them to change
LeMoyne in 1959-60.
their habits.
The convocation is sponsored I Opinion polls always show a
by three honor societies on the I certain percentage of people
campus, Alpha Kappa Mu, the who have no opinion.

HAMILTON

WILDCATS SOCK SOUL
By rat Clark and Juanita Fifer

Time-Life Books which issued
the biography shortly after De.
King's murder on April 3, presented $35,000 to Rev.. Abernathy. The funds are earmarked for the Southern Christian Leadership Foundation,
the non-profit education arm
of the civil rights organization
that Dr. King founded and led
until his death.

From 'I Have A Dream'

SCLC Receives $35,000

COGAR'S CORNER 1

Basketball Practice For Magicians

more
becoming
in
Ili!! This is Pat Clark and ladies
Juanita Fifer, your "key peep- charming and develop social
ers" and soul leaders, letting poise and dignity.
Hats off to these fine oryou in on the latest top secrets
ganizations!!!
around the Wildcat's Den.
Highlights That Shine
Jett Receives Award
This week our blue and white
Thursday in an assembly proshines on a well-known organi- gram, halfback Phillip Jett
zation that stands out among received an award from radio
the best, the Harry T Cash station WLOK, "The Back of
Chapter of the National Honor the Week" for his outstanding
Society. The advisor of this abilities he showed at the game
organization is Mrs. Ruth Beau- between South-side and Hamilchamp. The National Honor ton, 13-13. He received this
Society officers are:
award for gaining 92 yards in
President: Chew Shannon, 1st the game.
Sharm een Teachers of the Week
Vice-President:
Caldwell, 2nd Vice-President:
Male—Mr. T. Doggett. diVirginia Floyd; Secretary: El- rector of the Senior High Band,
len Wiley; Assistant Secretary: for doing an excellent job, so
Evelyn Ward; Corresponding
keep
the fire burning
Secretary:
Karen
Sanders;
Female — Mrs. L. HedgeBusiness Manager: Cheri Jack- men, director of the
Senior
son; Program Chairman; HazGlee
Club,
High
we
also
apel Hunter; Assistant Program preciate the marvelous
job you,
Chairman: Linda McCoy; Par- are doing, so
keep up the good
liamentarian: Diane Fitzgerald work.
Treasurer: Gloria Sangster; Fashions
Sargeant-at-arms: Willie Dean;
Pictured
above
are
members
the
social
of
a
new
and business activities. The mem
weather
Since
warm
the
is
Chaplain: Jesse McNeely; Rebusiness club known as the "Five spades.
hers are from left to right Matthew Danfading away, the wool clothes
porter: Deborah Brown.
The club was organized at Hamilton High
won't be delayed. Seen sporting
dridge, Robert Davi s, David Merri
A B-plus average is required them (and I do mean Looking
school about six years ago. Folowing their
weather, James Carpenter, Billy Cunningfor membership in the Honor boss) are some
giaditation the members broke up. They
ham and seated is Ernest Batten. irtsoto
slick girls
Society. You must maintain a who know what's
are now back together to take part is
By Centinental)
the cost to
B-average and have all E's
boss)
are
some
slick
girls
and S's in conduct. Member- stand out from the
rest, due
ship is opened to Juniors only. to the fact they
are most defiAs a tributary to the Honor
nitely
the
best:
Lumbria
Society are the Honorlites, who Briggs, Carolyn
Broomfield,
are composed of Sonhomores,
Linda Trent, Natalyn Sellers,
Other requirements included Louisa Hibler,
Betty Duncan,
The
LeMoyne
Owen
College
December
j
2
Almai
lege . . . Memphis
are the Carding' Principle Sarah Welch,
Nancy
DandMagicians
began
Memphis
their
basketj
which are, Scholarship, Char- ridge, Carolyn Stanback,
January 21 . . . lust ( °liege
Vel- ball practice sessions Tuesday,1 December 4 .
. Christian Memphis
acter, Leadership. and Serv- ma Redmond,
and
Ruthy
Oct.
15,
on
the
Bruce
Brothers
Hall
.
.
.
Memphis
at
CBC
ice.
January 21 . . . Rust College
Wade.
floor.
December 6
.
Fisk
.
.
ValLes Dames Charmants
Holly
Springs, Miss.
But if you think the girls are
They'll open their game ; aersliY • • • Memphis
This week our highlights clean this fall here are some
January 25 . . . Alabama
December
Rust Colbeam around a popular and boys that take it all!!! ?sines season here Nov. 30 against
A. & M. ... Memphis
. Memphis
Morehouse College of Atlanta. lege
charming group of young la- Little, Odell McNeal,
January 27
. Christian
David
December 28 . .. Alabama
dies, the Les Dames Charm- West, Robert Freeman.
Brothers ... liumphis Do m e
Way- Both are members of the 16A.
& M
ants. The advisor of this club man Bernard,
Normal, Ala.
February 3.. . Bethune
Peyton Burford, team Southern Intercollegiate
January
is Mrs. Frieda Marr.
4
.
.
.
Dillard
Athletic Conference.
UniCaoluaas
.
Memphis
Early
Drain,
Billy
Richmond,
. Memphis
Officers of the Les Dames Issac White, Paul Finely,
This may be the Magicians' versity
February 7 . . . Lane College
and
Charmants are as followed:
January 7 . . .
Bethune
Cashlast
season
Illessphis
Michael
in
Carpenter.
the
SIAC
fold
President; Geraldine Thom- Stop! In the Name of
February IS . . . Tougaloo
Swingers as there is a strong possibility man . . . Daytona Beach, Fla.
as; Vice-President:
January 9 . . . Benedict Col- College. . . Memphis
Melissa Betty Williams, Julius Cane, LeMoyne-Owen will accept an
Armmer; Secretary:
Joyce Belinda Tate, Ronald Hill, Kar- invitation to join the Volunteer lege . . . Columbia, S. C.
February 13 . . . Fisk UniKing;
Assistant
January 13. . . Morehoese
Secretary; en Murphy, Jerry Green, Ger- State Athletic Conference.
versity . . . Nashville, Teen.
Anita Young; Treasurer: Shar- Ha McCoy, Jerry Moore, Tony
February 17 . . . Lane ColJerry C. Johnson, athletic College . . . Atlanta, Ga.
ron Lewis; Sargeant-at-Arms:
January 15 .. Dillard Uni- lege . . . Jackson, Tenn.
Williams,
Millie
Goosbv,
Wildirector and head basketball
Joyce Baker; Business Mana- liam Visor and Millison
versity
. New Orleans, La. I February 20. . . Teugaloo
Robincoach
at LeMoyne-Owen, is
ger: Deborah Brown.
January 18 . . . Benedict Cal-, College . . . Tougaloo, Miss.
son.
being assisted by George GriThe members are: Carnets Top Records and Couples
der who was athletic mentor
Flowers, Diane Tennial,
Vale1..."I
Ain't
Got
To
Love
Noat Owen before the two colria Phillips, Brendr Treadwell,
(Rhonda
Wooten
body"
&
Georleges
merged last summer.
NOR THSIDE
Yvonne Satterfield, Patricia ge Bell)
They found on hand a strong
Tate, Denise Lewis, Rosalin
2..."Court of Love" (Mary
Lomax, Patricia 7. lbest. Rhon- Brown & Antonio Benson)
nucleus of five lettermen in
da Jones, Joyce Cowan, Mar3..."Love is Gonna Rain William Meggett, a senior
va Johnson, Rhonda Alexan- On You" (Juanita Fifer & Cal- guard from New York; Willie
der, Velma Redmon Patricia vin Davis)
Taylor, the 6-8 senior center
Lose Hunt
Benson, Claudia Canada, Paula
from Byhalia, Miss.; Jackie
4. "Don't
Make
the
Good
Hunt, Linda Smith, Mary Girls Go Bad" (Eugene
Robinson, a junior forward
RankHi all you swinging sot Society, President of the Les
Brown, Evonne Shipp, Lois Wil- ing & Donna Murphy)
who starred in his high school
liams, Helen Greene, Diane
days at Hamilton; John Blair, seekers. This is Rose Hunt Dames Chormante and Lieu5.
"Broke
Your
Promise"/
socking all the latest soul hap- tenant Colonel of the ROTC
Hicks, Linda Neely, Queen E. "Alfie" (Mildred
Davis & Via; 6-5 sophomore forward from penings to you from
around Sponsors. She was' recently
Bates, Maria Rice, Gwendolyn cent)
Montgomery, Ala., and HerHughes, Sylvia Washinton, La- Oldy Moldy
bert Carter, sophomore guard the Cougar's Den. I'll try not elected a Top C-ougarteen by
the Cougar Prowl Staff and
to let the news "Slip Away "
Verne McCoullough, Kay
from
MilMontgomery
"Welcome
.
Home"
(Debra
l'ress Scimitar Teen-ager of
ler, Norma
Jackson
SPORTS
and
Felicia
Powell
&
Bobby
Stewart)
Other
urnees
r
e
t
seeking
good luck Bever.
Moore.
The Overton Rebels road the Week- So
Words of Wisdom: "Words berths are Samuel Bachelor,
s4.
ly.
The purpose of the Les
once
runner,
spoken
Mike
Masburn
can
lead
never
the
senior
be
reforward
Cincinfrom
TOP COUPLES AND
Dames Charmants (The Charm called."
nati; LeRoy LeFlore, junior Rebels to a 26-6 victory over
RECORDS
hag Lady) is to assist young
the Northside Cougars at,Hajle
BYE
NOW"
forward
from
Carthage,
Miss.,
,5. "Let Me Down Easy" —
and Willie Parks, senior guard Stadium last Friday. Masburn Steve Evans and
Christine Carscored two touchdowns add
from Woodstock.
ter
lead the
team
to
their
first
Two standouts from Owen
frtl. "There Was A Time" —
league
victory.
Northside's
Junior College, Edward HosJames'Ellis andaGwen Bradley
kins, a junior, and Jerry Do- leading rusher, Lathrell Red3. "Heard It Trhough Grape
ver, a sophomore, will de- mond (22) caught six passes vine"
— Evelyn Poe and
for 102 yards. Roscoe Brasmand attention.
well (11) made the only touch- James Hayes
2. "Don't Make The Good
Five freshmen will be trying down. The Cougars now have
Girls Go Bad" — Rachel Dunto make the squad, Larry a 4-2 record
can and Jerry Wyatt
Crawford and Melvin Tuggle
SALUTE
3. "Court of Love" — Jacfrom Capleville High; Osie
This weck our salute goes to queline Flemings and Y. K. W
Lewis from Hamilton, T. W.
Hay lett from Manassas and a most deserving young lady, So this is your boss reporter
Zeb Thomas from Philadelphia Miss Beverly Towns. Beverly leaving you with these words
resides at 951 Alma with her of wisdom ''A woman with
Pa.
grandmother, Mrs. Leola Nel- ture charm is one who can
LEMOYNE-OWEN
11/66-116
son.
On campus Beverly is make a youth feel mature, an
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Vice-president of the Student old man youthful, and a midNovember $6 ... Morehouse Council, Secretary of the Pep dle-aged man completely sure
Memphis
Club, a member of the Honor of himself."
ATLANTA, — The Rev.
Ralph David Abernathy, president of the Southern Christian
Leadership
Conference, has
recently received the first net
profits from the sales of TimeLife Books' "I have A Dream"
a pictorial biography of the
late Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr.
Rhett Austell, publisher of
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Singing Union Will Honor Mrs. Warford

for people going places

The sixteenth annual Honor Louise Walker. A selection by a
given by Mrs.lchorus followed by a solo
Service for Mrs. Li'Liam War- the choir will be followed by O. solo will be selections
and
sunglfrom Mrs. Rosetta Tate. Will
lord, booking manager for the the introduction of Charles by Smith
the
S.
Golden
Gate
Group
Rodgers will offer remarks
United Singing Union, will be Parker, master of ceremonies, and
the Veteran Jubilee.
and the Brewsteraires will
held on Sunday night, Oct. 29, by Mrs. Carrie Richardson.
I J.
will present "My sing.
at the Pilgrim Rest Baptist A welcome will be given by Living Voss
Shall
Not Be In Vain" Others on the program will
Church at Second and Looney, Mrs Lena Wilkins, and a re- AS a solo. The
Heavenly Tra-,be Mrs. M Ster%art, R. Hopistarting at 7:30.
sponse made by S. Wright.
velers will present a selection, ton, and Dr W. T. Brewster,
F'ollowing a processional by Selections will be sung by and Mr and Mrs. W. Garrett'Jr.
the United Union and the en- the Union Chorus and Pleasant will sing a duet.
Mrs. Lillian Spike is chairtrance of Mrs. Warford, a de Green Chorus, and a reading The „program will include a .l man
the Honor Service to
votion will be gi‘en by Mrs offered by Mrs Mary Davis; selection by the Mt. Pleasantwhich of
the public is invited.
—

SOUTHGATE SHOPPING
CENTER
1401 SO THIRD ST

Acres

Of FREE PARKING.

OLD CR
,

before
the game

OPEN EVERY NIGHT

964/044
sous"wenassi

The Old Crow
Traveler fifth

AZGHT

after
the game
The popular

Y./air/woo
r

round fifth

id Crow

world's most popular Bourbon

MOOR 5.$$.ysoesst. DISTittE0 Aart BOTTLED Or tel OLD CROI DISTILLERY CO, FROMM.Kt

Many a heaping bowl of corn flakes is carried
form the ovens of the Kellogg Company plant in
Ann Arbor, Mich., on one of Goodyear's new polyester food belts. Here, an inspector ohecks the
cereal on its route to the breakfast table. Goodyear's new line of polyester belts is designed to
meet the individual needs of the baking, canning
and meat industries.
LEGAL NOTICE TO BIDDERS
The Meutplitic Housing Authority
will recites Bids for the PAINTING OF TIC/C EXTERIOR OF LEMOYN IC GARDENS HOUSING
PROJECT, Number, Tennessee I-4.
1-4A. until 10:00 A.M.. COST.
October 25. 1968. at 700 Adams
Avenue, Memphis. Tennessee. at
which time and place all bids will
be publicly opened and read aloud.
Proposed forms of contract documents. including specifications, are
on Me at the office of the Memphis Housing Authority at 700
Adams Avenue. Memphis. Tennessee. where they may be obtained
by [hose wishing to bid.
Bid Security in the form of a
Money Order, Certificate or Cashier's Check, made payable to the
Memphis Housing Authority or a
satisfactory
Bid
Bond
in
the
amount not less than five percent
of the bid, will be required
and must accompany the bid.
The succetedul bidder will be required to furnish and pay for a
satisfactory performance and Payment bond,
Attention is caned to the fact that
not less than the minimum salaries
and wages as set forth in the
specifications must be paid on
this project.
The Memphis Housing Authority
reserves the right to reject any
or all bids or to waive any informalriles in the bidding and t
award the contract to whomsoever
it desires.
No bid shall be withdrawn for a
period of *300 days subsequent to
the opening of bids without the
consent of the Memphis Housing
Authority.
All Bidders must be licensed contractors in the State of Tennessee
and must submit evidence of same
at the time of opening of hids
A II Bidders must also have City
oi• Memphis Privilege license and
submit evidence of same before
commencing the work.
This document is and shall he a
Part of the contract.
Same Bid advertised August 28.
1968.
MEMPHIS HOUSING
AUTHORITY
By. °retie Ledbetter
Title: Secretary

ONE NIGHT ONLY

FRIDAY
NIGHT
OCTOBER 18th
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••:OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO•••••••••;1"6:119"..
•

Fabulous
Bargains!
Ridiculously Low-Price
Specials in All Stores!

FREE

•

COFFEE-& DONUTS

:

From
9:00 P. m. to 11:40

GATE
SOUTH
SHOPPING CENTER

•

FRE
Anchor Hocking FIREKING Ovenware

•

Patronize Your Tri-State
Defender Advertisers
OOOOOOOO

OOOOO

Now that you've fallen for his
line, we think you'll fail for ours.
Your
Wedding
Deserves to be...
PHOTOGRAPHED
in Natural Color...

for
Only natural color
can preserve this
memorable event in
all its brilliance
This is where to
come when you're
through playing
games
FREE
GUEST BOOK WITH MINIMUM
WEDDING ALBUM ORDER WITH

THIS

AD. \

Continental Photographers
136 So. Danny Thomas

Phone 516-8397

An important
announcement
from the Committee
to Save the
Esso Tiger:

Ile won!

FRENCH CUSTARD DISH
Buy Beautiful Matching
FIREKING Ovenware'

CASSEROLES

Only
•

•••••••••

1111
"'•

EACH
•
• ••''

The Tiger stays. Thanks to the millions
of motorists who voted for the candidate with the no-nonsense platform:
cleaner engines, extra power at the
Sign of "Happy Motoring!'"
And the Ad Manager? He stays, too.
Just in case somebody wants to hear
the technical side. You know, all the
facts about Esso gasolines. Like the
fact that Esso Extra was the first

gasoline with a super-detergent that
cleans vital engine parts and keeps
the PCV valve clean.
So thanks again for your loyal support. Now let's put the Tiger back whine
he belongs.
Put a Tiger in Your Tank",

Humble Oil&
Refining Company

Tiger Election Sweepstakes winners will be announced soon.

ONLY IN AMERICA

Tri-State Defender
Ham Office: 236 South Danny Thomism Boulevard — IA 6-8331
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE •
WHrrritIt A. SENGSTACKE
McCANN L RUE)
BUYANT T. WELLIAMS,.Sr
RAY A. WICKS

Another Republican
In The Deep South

SURE WERE DOWN IN HISTORY.... NOW
WE WANT UP!"

"The South's Independent Weekly"

Publisher
General Manager

-

Editor

By HARRY GOLDEN

see

For the first time since Reconstruction days, the betting
Is even money that North Carolina will elect a Republican
Governor. And if the Tar Heels opt for a Republican Gayer.
nor, there is also a chance they will opt for a Republican
President,

*Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager

Subscriptlea rates: One year, $6; six months, $3 50, (2-year medal Subsex-intim rate $10) The Tri-State Defender Dots Not Take Responsibility for
unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos. Published Every Thursday by the Nevi
7'ri-State Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid at Memplits, Tennessee,
'Under'Act of March 2, 1879.

In North Carolina the Governor cannot succeed himself,
not that Dan Moore the conservative Democrat who went to
Raleigh by the slim margin the segregationists
provided
Poverty Program much good.
would do the ticket much good.
We might ihave had a Republican Governor
down hash in 1960 but for the fact that the
Democratic candidate was a
New Frontier
liberal, Terry Sanford (and just before his
nomination the likliest Republican
candidate
was living with two women at the same time).
We might have had a Republican in '64, but
for the fact that Barry Goldwater led
the
Republican ticket.
Republican businessman
James
Gardner
wants the nomination. He is
campaigning
against the Poverto Program. He will probably beat John
Stickley in the Republican primary. Neither are doing the

National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Serving 1,000,004 Negroes in the Tri-State Area.

Work—Stoppage, A Just Cause
The work-stoppage of the Memphis'
City Hospital employees resembles the
sanitation strike in many ways. The
city is beginning to feel the tenseness
it felt some 9 months ago; the lack of
interest the city has shown in its treatmen of black employees; the total disregard of the needs of many over the;
objections of the few, are all a part of
this feeling. The Frayser Turnkey Project all revealed the city's complete disregard in dealing with problems of the
utmost importance.
Memphis City Government has
shown great potential in the little unimportant issues such as better homes
for the monkeys and snakes in Overton
Park Zoo, and by adding air conditioned
cages rather than building badly needed
public housing in Frayser. They have
proven themselves oompletely inadequate.
What the union is asking for isn't
really difficult to fulfill. These griev-

as well as other hospitals in Mem-

phis. Since our city can afford
to turn down projects like the
Frayser Turnkey Housing Project

The one-party system in the South was based on racial
solidarity. That is why all the Southern Governors and Senators swore to maintain racial segregation at all costa despite
the rulings of the Supreme Court.

and pay the construction company
to move to another area, they can
afford a General Increase For All

With racial solidarity Southern r.svsrnors, Senators. . j
Congresamen were elected by poor viiitas and the) served
poor whites by premising lb keep the niggei in his place.
This pioroise enabled them to vote against the interests
of poor whites in the state capitols and in the halls of
Congress. These politicians have consistently voted against
minimum wage laws, federal aid of education and other related stadia legislation.

Employees.
4. The Police Department, the Fire
Department and the Public Works
Department receive their wages
twice a month. It only seems fair
that the city of Memphis Hospital
workers should have A Change

In Pay Periods.
5. The city's pension plan pays pitifully low. Many of the unions
members are past middle age, and
have only a few years left in the
pension plan. They should be allowed to retire with dignity. The
members of the union deserve

Social Security.

'war

See Heart Transplant
Plan As Racial Threat

Racial solidarity, however, ain't all it used to be. The oneparty system is coming to an end in Florida, South Carolina,
Texas and Georgia. There are vigorous Republican organizations in virtually every Southern state.
In the past, Republicans registered as Democrats because
they had no solid base from which to operate. These disguised Democrats determined many an election.
They always voted for the more conservative of two Democrats Now with the rapidly expanding growth and prospects
,of a Southern Republican Party, Republicans will not swell
!Democrats ranks.

The politica! billboards now plead: "You voted right! Now
6. Persons who have proven themregister right! Register Republican!"
PAYNE
By
ETHEL
L.
gans
selves by their service in the
with emphasis on suspicions and the specter
ances should have been taken care of
Conservatives will no longer vote for a Democrat because
the heart and lungs and of 30 years ago in Nazi Ger- they will have a Republican to adore, a solid conservative
hospitals
deserve
Wash la rtoa Correspoedert
the
first
chance
long ago.
that this registry be on an many when millions of Jews citizen. And the Democrats in turn will have to nominate
•wsicitack' Publlestloss
to improve their own condition
1. Some employees on the night
international level and
were used for experimental
and contribute further to the hos- WASHINGTON — A new
Why should conservatives vote for an amateur when they
that the American College
shift are paid a differential, while i
medical
storm
of
controversy
purposes
and then disposed can vote for a professional?
of
Chest
Physicians
will
pital
by
being
given
equal
opportuothers receive the same as dayl
over the issue of transplants
vigorously support and im- of in the gas ovens of Buchan liberal candidates.
nity to advance, this should be of human organs blew up in
workers. If some people receive'
plement this in whatever wald and Dachau.
true of any organization interested Washington last week.
way possible. It is also a When the National Medimore money for night work, it 1
recommendation of the
in
its employees. The best proce- Involved in the dispute are
seems that all workers should bel
the predominantly white AmeriAmerican College of Ch.st cal Association became alertdure in this issue is to post posipaid a night shift differential.
can College of Chest PhysiPhysicians that a letter ed to what had taken place
tions, with hospital employees be- cians. the American Medical
be sent to the director at the chest physicians' meet2. It is unjust that some people have
of the National Institute ing, it singled out this laning given first priority in apply- Association, and the American
worked fifteen and twenty years
Bar Association versus the preof Health forthwith stat- rage as the "mishcief maker"
ing for these positions. The union dominantly black National Med.
in city hospitals and have received
ing that the American of the statement. Simultaneoushas asked for this repeatedly and teal Association and the Nation
Dr. James M. Wittico, presiCollege of Chest Physi.
no more money than the latest
By HENRY CATHCART
dent of the National Medical
al Bar Association.
clans
vigorously
supports
has
been
promised
but
it
has
not
person hired in that job. In many
Association, and Dr. W. Mon-,
the
concept
of
a
heart
and
At
question
is
a
new
concept
Washington correspondent
been done.
places dedication and experience
lung transplant registry tague Cobb, professor of anao
of judging when life has ceased
tomy
at
Howard
U.
Medical
and
its
7. The last thing the union asked and the threat which this
members wish to
over a long period of time is worth
participate in its forma- School and editor of the NMA
for was a workable Grievance poses to the wholesale use of
a great deal. Therefore the City
WASHINGTON — Regardless of the outcome of the hasJournal, issued statements attion and management.
organs from black bodies to
Procedure. The union and the ad- give extended life to white per. 5. The American College of tacking the American College sle over legislation to permit televised debates between—or
of Memphis should institute some
Chest Physicians urges of Chest- Physicians' !Tem- among — the principal candidates for the presidency, Conministration agreed on a grievance sons.
form of longevity pay or annual
the uniform
gress should in the next year or two resolve the matter on
procedure, but the hospital has Last week, the association of
increasement, not only for hospisaunparom
rty of( t i ssue
Do- mend
Dr..8ti7tti
Wh . co said, -The rec- a permanent basis.
physicians
which
is
a
chest
repeatedly broken faith with the
tal employees but for all city emnor Gift Act by all states ommendation of the Committee
subsidiary of the powerful
so that a uniform legal of the Heart Transplant and The current situation is that a law change is required
union. The management in the AMA, held its convention in
ployees.
structure exists through- the Committee of the Lung to permit debates
hospital refuse to follow the pro- the Washington Hilton Hotel.
among the principal candidates without
3. The employees of Memphis City
out
the United States.
Transplant of the Americanl
The approximately 1,500 delemaking it necessary for the television media to grant equal
cedure.
Hospitals have been under paid
College
of
Chest
Physicians at
gates included three Negro doc- The committee which drew
minority
for quite some time. It is diffiThe Tri-State Defender would like tors and such heart transplant up the recommendations was its meeting Oct. 7 and approved time to the presidential candidates of numerous
the
parties.
college
is
chaired
Soffer,by
viewed
with
by
Dr.
Alfred
Africa's
cult to understand why city of to go on record as saying we support luminaries as South
l nAcessorncibayffine
tio
National
me viecaco
Dr. Christian Barnard and of Chicago, editor of the Heart lirad
The position of Republican presidential candidate Richard
Memphis Hospitals have not paid the Hospital Employees' work-stoppage.
This
Dr. Richard I.,ower of Rich- and Lung Journal, Diseases of
M.
Nixon is that he will not participate in a three-way deParticularly
relaetd
to
recomChest;
the
Dr.
Adrian
Kantromond, Va.
mendation 3 concerning resS bate including George Wallace.
D
witz
of
B
rooklyn,
.
.;
r.
N
Y
Dr. Lower is one of the derelations and other items,
fendants in a 1-million dollar Michael DeBakey of Houston, suggesting s e crecy
Humphrey's stated position is that he will debate Nixon
around
suit filed by the family of another noted transplant doe the identity of donors."
tor;
anywhere
anytime, but Democrats in the House of Represenand
Dr.
William
Adams,
the late Bruce 0. Tucker, a
"While the NMA agrees with tatives seem intent on producing a bill that would force the
The coming election may well trans- could make this nightmare a reality. It Richmond Negro whose heart Chicago.
the necessity' for international inclusion of Wallace and thereby effectively remove the
form the whole character of our demo- would he
disaster for the 000r people was used to replace the di- In essence, the chest phy- and uniform
regulation and
sicians
are
doing
away
with
seased heart of a white patient
chances of a debate unless Nixon changes his position, an uncratic institutions and play havoc with of America, especially the Negro. Here
the age-old acceptance that agrees with the need for relast spring.
likely
eventuality.
n
s
a
s
i
t
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o
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e
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n
e
g,NmfA
r
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woffiodf
our concept of the traditional American are some of the things to expect under The family charges that death occurs when there is a
cardiac
arrest
or
the
heart
s
rn
dream. The voters will be called upon to his Administration: public assistance to the operation v'as illegal beThe public right to compare presidential candidates, it
stops beating. That belief has strongly urge rrioe in depth
decide not only on a Presidential choice, the underprivileged will be slashed to the , cause it was not consulted been standard since the time study of the various aspects seems to us. transcends the positions of candidates, whether
about the transplant. Dr. Barsuch controversial scientific or not a debate would inherently favor one over the other.
but also on the course the nation must bone; the Office of Economic Opportu- nard gained world-wide fame of Hippocrates, the founder
Any activity which
follow with regard to our domestic and nity will be scrapped; desegregation of last year when he success- of medicine in 400 B. C. who:activitY•
And in this year, Wallace obviously has won a sizeable
affects the lives of people
originated
e
0 ath
that
foreign policies.
public schools will receive no impetus fully implanted the heart of a binds physicians to a code of from all strata of our society following and his comparative credentials should be
made
young Cape colored into Dr.
must, of necessity, be explored visible and audible too, along with those of the leaders of the
Whether America should undertake from the federal government; there will Philip Blaiberg, a white South ethics.
Instead, the new concept to the fullest before specific two traditional major political parties.
a more determinative pursuit of the un- be no penalty against school districts 'African.
diverts the determination of recommendations should be
finished business of democracy or recoil that refuse to comply with the desegre- The college of chest physiEven those who oppose Wallace believe the public would
,death
to the brain and the supported by leading medical
benefit by a three-way debate which would show him in his
from its liberal commitments and assume gation provisions of the 1964 civil rights cians, in an unusual secret decision is left up to the organizations."
session that took pla ce at
the posture of a Fascist state are ques- act; and freedom of choice as a ma, (. 8:30 a.m. without the knowledge doctor. In theory, this does "The whole subject of secre- true light. But politics being what it is, the 'matter should
with the legal aspects. ev surrounding this new medi- be resolved uy Congress on a permanent basis when the parof national policy in housing will be a of the black delegates. adoped l away
tions which will be answered soon.
For
example,
a patient who cal advancement which ema five-point set of recommen- suffers
Whoever is elected President will dead issue.
severe brain damage braces both medical, moral, tisanship of a presidential election year is not present.
dations that included the fol• • •
could be judged dead even religious as well as legal quesAmerica will enter into an era of lowing:
have the awesome task of providing the
though
his good heart beats lions must be approached with
kind of leadership that the time calls absolutism and repression never before 1. The American College of on and
. CAMPAIGN FUNDS— Federal law places a $3 million
transplant might be af- ca ution. ."
Chest Physicians supports
for. If the new President is sensitive to witnessed by the masses. As a consefected
even
while
The
the
heart
National
is,
Medical
Aslimit
on the funds a particular committee can spend for electhe concept of brain death
sociation would welcome an tion of a presidential candidate. But it is
his responsibility and the requirement of quence, public reaction will be violent.
in transplant donors and still functioning perfectly.
drawn so closely
that brain death is a medi- Interestingly enough, both opportunity to share its vast that it is observed in the breach, rather than in compliance.
events, he will bend his energy toward a There'll be more riots in the ghettos,
Drs. Lower and Barnard took resources with any association
cal determination.
program in which the people's needs will more bloodshed, more police brutality.
or society at a policy level wishBoth oaken political parties have found easy ways to
2. The American College of part in the drafting of the recThe black people in the wretched slums
have first priority.
Chest Physicians recog- ommendations and it was ing to resolve this serious and circumvent its intent, through setting up a number of "comnizes the desirability of learned that it was Dr Bar- important issue."
However, a Republican victory may will be left to shift for themselves.
mittees."
having
legislators, attor- nard who proposed the section "The National Medical As-Freedom and equality will have no
well bring in its wake so much subverneys, c I e rgymen, the insisting that the donors be sociation, ever mindful of imFor example, it is estifated that Barry Goidwatex's lossion of the democratic process that it reality beyond a furtive wish. The nation
press and interested lay anonymous for "the protection portant scientific advances, is ing campaign in 1964 cost $15 million. The Republican Naof
all parties concerned."
equally and acutely cognizant
groups receive accurate
may take a revolution to undo it and will be gripped by fear and suspicion.
policy of anonymith. There- of the responsibilities of thei tional Committee has a goal of about $20 million for the
in
presented
information
These
government
bent
are
not mere nightmares but a
arrest the march of a
a dignified manner (with- fore, any approval of such a profession to persona in minor- Nixon campaign.
on suppressing legitimate dissent and massive catalogue of evil things to come
in the code of medical eth- policy should be withheld until ity status levels around the
The Democrats, while seeming to have difficulty in rals.
should Nixon be clothed with the mantle
ics) in order to promote all aspects of the situation world."
smothering honest dissatisfaction.
ing
campaign funds, undoubtedly will spend many times more
have
publicly
been
explored
in
a reasonable and efA Richard Nixon in the White House of Presidential power.
than the $3 million limit for Humphrey-Muskie this year.
fective solution to trans- depth."
"As a medical editor, I feel
plants.
Two thoughts: Should the law be changed to place an en3 Press Relations—We must compelled to condemn this
forceable limit on political spending? Will the $5 million difencourage more responei- endorsement of an experiment
ference produce a different election result for the Republibility on the part of the at this time as being premature
press in the transplant superficial and fraught with
cans this year?
Many American universities will be holder in the long jump, it is bridging
area. There have been in- dangers to the poor, particular- Congressman Dan Kuyken* • •
adding star Negro athletes to their fa- the communications gap between black
address
a
studentstances of irresponsibleiiy the black poor. Medical and dell will
reporting, particularly
faculty assembly at LeMoyne
culties, according to a forecast by the students and college administrations, the
sensational-iility
in
libraries are now carry-' College at 4 p.m., this Thurs-1
COMMUhIST MAGICIAN — Xuan Thuy, North Vietnam's
reference to
highly well-informed editor of
the gap that has had such a damaging effect
vigorous
discioalone
In
the
ism, rather than an eduoing
day, Oct. 17, on campus in the principal negotiator at Paris, has had a colorful career At
on so many Negroea on athletic scholarChristian Science Monitor.
cited approach. The nainse various aspects of the entire'Little Theatre located in the one time in his life according to reliable reports, he was a
•
of the donor must not be,problem and it will be some Student
The black stars will be taken on as shlINI•
revealed for the sake °Clime before a mature and valid Vincent Kohler, professor traveling n. gieian.
Until now few predominantly white
coaches, athletic counselors, or special
conclusion can be reached." of history at the college and' He used his entertaining talent to meet people and move
all parties concerned.
colleges
in the United States have mini- 4 The American College of Nobody likes to entertain coordinator of theCongressassistants in student affairs. The Uniabout Vietnam in behalf of the Communist Party.
Chest Physicians supports the though of gneocide, but the man's visit, said Mr. Ruyken-1
versity of Tennewee has taken the lead. stered to off-the-field needs — social
the coocept of a registry action of the chest phYsi- da will answer questions after
Apparently Ho Chi Minh expects Thuy to use some form
By hiring Ralph Boston, world-record and academic — of Negro athletes.
for transplants of all or-lcians has inevitably raised he delivers his talk.
of his magic in Paris
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Just28years

afterthe end ofslavery
a black surgeon performed
the first successful heart
operation.
Old Taylor Presents:Ingenious Americans
Dr Daniel HaleWilliams (1858-1931)
1893. Memories of the Civil
War were still fresh. Black Americans were just beginning to get used
to the idea offreedom.Few of them
were able to pursue a higher
education.
But alreadysome black Americans were reshaping not only their
own country, but the world. Seventy-five years before an African
Negro gave his heart for the first
successful human-heart transplant,
an American Negro performed the
world's first successful heart
operation.
It happened on a cold, windy
night, when a knifing victim was
rushed to Chicago's Provident Hospital. The wound was a fraction of
an inch from the man's heart
Under the medical conditions
of 1893,the man was almost a sure
goner. X-rays weren't yet discovered. Blood transfusions were practically unknown. There were no
- modern "miracle drugs."
Yet, with incredible skill, Dr.
Williams attempted the long shot
And his patient became the first
man to survive a heart operation.
Had it been any other hospital
or any other surgeon, the man
might have died within the'hour.
"Sewed up the human heart," headlined a Chicago newspaper.

That hospital operating room
was a long way from the small
frame house outside Pittsburgh
where Daniel Williams was born.
By the time he was twelve, his
father had died and his mother had
deserted.

Moving to Wisconsin, young
Dan scraped enough money together barbering to put himself
through a local academy. From
there he went to Chicago, and with
the help of a prominent family, he
graduated from Northwestern

Medical School.
Only eight years after graduation, Williams founded Provident
Hospital,the first infirmary open to
all patients and physicians, regardless of race or creed.
From Chicago, Dr. Williams
was called to Washington to reorganize and head the Freedman's
Hospital,then operated by the Federal Government. He organized
Freedman's into departments, collected a staff of twenty specialists,
and created the beginnings of a
nursing school.
Under Williams' administration,this once-primitive institution,
housed in pre-Civil War buildings,
soon became the model for today's
modern hospital.
Even without that historic
heart operation,Dr.Williams would
have been considered a great man.
But that medical "first" put him
into a very select class. The class of
truly Ingenious Americans.
Would you like to own this
handsome sculptured bust of Dr.D.
H.Williams? It's 8" tall, made of antique bronze cast stone, and carries
the complete Williams story. It
costs $5.00 (which is what it costs
us). Send check or money order to:
Old Taylor,Box 4865S,Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017.

Old Taylor
RAIOHT

FRANKFORT & LOUISVILLE, KY.
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON VVHISKEY, 86 PROOF, THE OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY CO..
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salad, cranberry mold, lettuce and tomato salad and
wouldn't you think that was enough? But then came
hot buttered homemade rolls and even more, strawberry sundaes for dessert.
After such a mouth watering catered supper it
was time for the favorite pasttime . . . bridge . . .
and PATS coming in for beautiful prizes were LucY
Jackson. who captured a beaded and sequinned black
evening bag; Mollie Fields, a gold sequinned cigarette
case, and Euralia Fletcher it red key case with a flash-

Society
Merry
Go-round

light. Guest winners were . . . modesty engulfs me
but we really had marvelous partners who boosted us
to first prize . . . a white beaded and sequinned evening bag; Josie Flowers, a gold sequinned cigarette
case and Dot Evans, a red key case also with the flashlight.
Other PATS enjoying Ezzelle's feat were Hazel
Lee, Shirley Johnson, Julia Woodard, Thelma Miller,
Wilhelmein Thompson, along with guests Maridelle
Adams, Lillian Newsom, Fannie Johnson, Cora Smith,

dow ntov, • mallow ave.•sowthland

Lula Wilson, Jewel Hulbert, Rubye Gadison, and
Ezelle's mother, Mrs. Florine Davis.
Clara Parker and Betty Payne rolled out the welcome mat Friday night for the Rubaiyats devised several games for them, and fed them bar be cued
chicken, spaghetti, slaw, rolls and coffee.
Winning at the games were Doris Walls, a blouse
and scarf; Emma Primous, a pin and opaque stocking,
Mattie Little, a silver marmalade set; and Helen Green,
green opaque stockings.

afl

BY

CSS

ERMA LEE LAWS
NONCOMMITMENT . . . Shallow understanding
form people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will. Lukewarm acceptance is much bewildering than outright
rejection." Martin Luther King, Jr.
Club Whirl .... The VIP Bridge Set breezed in on
Emma Jean Stotts Friday evening and her mate, Carl,
exhibited his culinary skill and had prepared succulent
bar becued chicken, spaghetti, slaw, hot rolls and
coffee for the lively bunch of femmes many of whom
can date their friendship back to the good ole college
days.
Effervescent Joyce Weddington carried home the
first club prize, a purple cordial set, Earline Mobley
shrieked with glee when she won a much needed billfold and Elma Mardis, Emma Jean's sister and Ethel
Bell were rewarded with the same prizes as the members for their skill. Bernice Fowler, acquired a lint
remover as the bobby prize.
Other VIPers enjoying the antics of Emma Jean's
nephew and Margaret Ann Strong's little eight month
old Jason, who recently returned with his family
from L.A. where his father, Dr. Odis did study for a
couple of years were Vera Smith, Valtina Robinson,
Faye Lewis, Maude Gillespie, Martha Thomas, Marie
Jordan and yours truly who was guesting and revel—
ing in all the little courtesies extended by Carla Jean,
the Scott's little daughter.
Warmth, hospitality and the happy arpeggios of
laughter were much in evidence when Ezzelle Parks
with her sparkling personality lavished E'er graciousness on her PATS cohorts Saturday night at her home.
Santa Claus has made an early visit to Ezzelle and she
has a handsome new red oak bar with charcoal burns
and elaborate designs . . . . a gift from her hubby
Hannibal. Even the new flooring in the family room
complements the massive and decorative bar which
exuded his own powers with various delicious potables and palatable hors d'oeuvres ... smoked oysters,
chicken livers, numerous dips and smoked herring.
us no wonder the girls tossed calorie counters to ,
the winds upon first sight of the bountiful table of'
turkey, and dressing, roast beef, string beans, potato

1
2
fashion specialists in sires 18 to 60 and /6Ya to 32/

Mon Claire

INC

14 No. Main Court 52713619
Introducing "The Afro Wig"

three-piece
double knit
costumes

«;

19"

19"

reg. 30.00

39.99
sizes 38 to 52

Come In And See The All New
"Afro Wig" Only 19.95 See Our
Large Selection Of Wigs & Hair
if Pieces. 100% Human Hair

a wonderful valu• ... ocelot.
double knit patterned skirt and
jacket with solid color flat knit
overblouse
shape retention
and no•sag prop•rties mok•
them perfect traveling companions.
A. sculptured woven leaf design in cherry red and black
with cherry red overblouse or
empress blue and emerald
green with blue overblouse.

ma*

49.95
1995.
29.98

HAND MADE WIGS
CURLEY STRETCH WIGS
LONG MACHINE MADE WIGS

5. woven jacquard dot is •merold green on empress blue
background ... empress blu•
overblouse.

WIGLETS

8.95

WE HAVE A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF COLORS
•
MAIL (IROERS7
wid 60e po$tage
plus 41
/
2% tat fnr
Tntur4see deht •
f

SELF-SERVICE
WINDOW

J

STOUT SHOPPE
• 527-6436
64 SO. MAIN
DOWNTOWN •
• 274-2065
1992 UNION
UNION AVE. •
WHITENAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 391-0064

EXPERT STYLING
$3.50

JNIKAMERICARD

CLEAN & STYLE
$5.00

It/dime ie.' at

USE
OUR
LAYAWAY

EAT IN YOUR CAR
CURB-SERV10E
g4w0A.

tt
4 9

0

WE HONOR

BROOKS wriA.

DRIVE - IN

"re

3151 HORNLIKE Rd• AT BROOKS Rd.
JUMBO HAMBURGER
FRESH FISH SANDWICH
BAR B 0 PLATE
HOTDOGS
CHILI DOG

45'
35'
99c
20c
25c

EXTRA THICK

GOOD FOOD
FAST
FRIENDLY
SERVICE

MILK SHAKE 35c
CHOC. VAN. STRAWBERRY

PEPSI ROOT BEER

5 FLAVORS OF SLUSH

OPEN 10:A.M. UNTIL 3:A.M. CURB SERVICE
110.11.1111..
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70 million Americans
are working today.
V
4
•
a
V
•
•••

9

,Ary•

That's still notenough.
Under the Democratic leadership of the
last eight years,our work force has swelled
to the highest level in history.
Similarly, unemployment has been
reduced to the lowest rate in fifteen years.
Much of this achievement stemsfrom
the Democratic leadership. And the policies
Presidents Kennedy and Johnson have

instituted.
Like the Job Corps. Designed to help
young people who have not finished school
acquire the skills for productive jobs,the
Job Corps has done just that.
The Youth Opportunities program has
helped create more jobs.
So have the Fair
Employment
Practices Acts. So have

employee retraining programs.
And all of this is good. But we need to
create even more jobs to meet the needs
of young people who will soon be joining
the ranks of the employed.
Hubert Humphrey,leading a new
Democratic Administration,
can help achieve this.

Humphrey has the answer.
Now give him the authority.
•••
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DOWNTOWN
ONLY

SATURDAY
SPECIALS

pennons
v000ttor
chalice
000d WO

THESE ITEMS ON SALE SATURDAY; OCTOBER 19TH ONLY
DOWNTOWN ONLY! NO MAIL OR PHONE ORDERS PLEASE
COSMETICS
1.25 china-base
• ' two-way mirrors

RADIOS
6.95 pocket size
12-transistor radio

COAT
$36-$50 mock leather
all weather coats

4.88

29.90

77c

Chins base or hand mirrors with Handy pocket size portable including Choice of 3 styles in quality vinyl
magnified sides.
battery, carrying case and earphone. that looks like leather. Walnut or

*Wand

AIRMAN ILTONA FORD,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie
Williams of 1128 capitol ave.,
Memphis, has completed
basic training at Lackland
AFB, Tex., and is remaining
there for schooling as a security policeman. He is a
graduate of Manassas High
School.

mahogany. 8-16, misses' or petites.

JEWELRY
$2 pair pierced earrings
gift box of three pairs

HOUSEWARES
24.95 Mirro 8-pc.
color-mode cookware

1.99

16.88

Memphis Salutes

BOYS' WORLD
$15 junior boys'
fall sport coats

150 Newcomers

Thilee pairs of pierced earrings for Handsome avocado colored Mir ro
$5
the'price of 1! 14Kt gold posts and cookware set. 8 pieces.
Famous brand sport coats of rayon
eenvires. $6 value.
and Arnel. Choice of styles and
DRAPERIES
colors.
GIRLS' WORLD
$14
rayon
textured
$5-$7 little girls'
$12 boys' pile lined
antique satin draperies
fall dresses
corduroy parkas
48x84"

2.88

8.88

$8

Assorted styles and colors in little Fully lined antique satin draperies, Cotton corduroy parkas with zip off
hemmed and ready to hang. White,
girl dresses for fall. 4-6x.
hoods, pile lining. Sizes 8-14.
banana, linen, or blue-green.
CHILDREN'S WORLD
$7 boys' no-iron
19.99-$27 fully quilted
jump suits
$5 boys' and girls'
twin or full spreads
crawler sets

4.99

14.99

2.99
Infants' shirt and slacks sets in assorted styles and colors. Sizes 9
months to 18 months.

Wrinkle resistant polyester and cotton. Several colors to choose from.
Sizes 10-18.

Wide selection of solid color or floral
print spreads in many fabrics and
colors. Full or twin size.

MEN'S CLOTHING AND
FURNISHINGS
$4-$5 men's cotton
or nylon knit shirts

M.T.T.M. SPORTSWEAR
misses' long sleeve
cotton oxford shirts

ACCESSORIES
$6 ladies' handbags
in several styles

FOR $7
1.99
Fashion handbags in a variety of Button down collar styles in fine
styles. Black or brown.
cotton oxford. Maize, green, blue, Ban-ion textured nylon or 100%
cotton knit shirts in assorted colors.
or white. 30-36.
$3 ladies' nylon
novelty gloves
$10 unlined
JUNIOR WORLD
golf jackets
99c
weather
all
$22
$5
jr. trench coats
Selection of nylon gloves in broken
colors.
sizeg:enel
Perm press polyester and cotton. S14.99
•M-L-XL. Olive, tan, navy.
HOSIERY
Water repellent trench coatsof Avrii
$25-$30 men's fall
$2 ladies' nylon
rayon and cotton blend. Natural or
sport coats
panty hose
navy. 5-13.

3.99

At Breakfast
A Memphis salute for about
155 business, prefeedonal and

military

executives new in
Memphis was staged October
16 at a Summit Club breakfast
given by the Memphis Area
Chamber's Newcomers Welcome Committee.
Welcoming the newcomers
at the 7:15 cm., event was
Thomas F. Fakes, Chamber
president. David W. Cooley,
who moved here recently from
Jacksonville, Fla., as chief
executive officer of the Chamber, responded for the guests.
Fred P. Cook, program director for WREC Radio, introduced the new Memphians.
A. L. Whitman, vice chairman
of the committee, presided.
I -----

Coke has the taste
you never get tired of.
MOTTLED UNDAR AU POINTY OF NMI CrOCA•COLA COMPANY NY THE

COCA-004A IOTTLING COMPANY Of MEMPHIS, TENN.

2

1

2

FOR

$3

One size fits 9-11. Tan,taupe, beige,
or white.
CHINA AND SILVER
-72.35 open stock set
--Franciscan stoneware

DAYTIME DRESSES
$12-$18 fall
daytime dresses

7.99

39.95
45-pc, set Franciscan dinnerware in
Pickwick, Antigua, Hawaii, or Birdin-Hand patterns.

$7 Rogers silverplate
holloware serving pieces

7.99
Reduced from regular stock! Dacron
polyester and rayon blends.

$7 polyester-cotton
permanent press slacks

Fine selection of fall and trans5.99
season styles, fabrics, and colors.
10-20, 121
/
2-221
/
2.
Permentiy pressed polyester and cot.
ton blend slacks. Machine washable.
DRESSES
Olive, blue, or grey. 30-42.

$29 Orlon knit
dress and coat

19.99

STATIONERY
1.49 Pro Art
boxed stationery
with

SPECIALS FROM OUR DOWNTOWN BUDGET STORE
• $39-$50 men's wool
and wool blend suits

$4-$7 ladies'
fashion sweaters

35.80

$2

2.59 boys' Acrilan
knit long sleeve shirts

2

FOR

$3

sleeved Acrilan acrylic knits
2- and 3-button styles in all wool, Irregulars. Cardigan or slipover styles Long
with
fashion
collars. Many colors.
34-42.
acrylic
or
wool.
Orlon
in
wool
acrylic
Orlon
and
silk and wool,
Sizes 6-16.
blends. 36-46 long or regular sizes.
3.95 men's Cotton sport shirts
Free alterations.
$27 no-iron all Weather coats
$2
59c seamless nylon hosiery
16.99
Irregulars. Long sleeved Dacron
2 FOR 59c
polyester and cotton permanently Just 50! Famous make all weather
coats with permanent press. Dacron
Seamless sheers, slight imperfects. pressed shirts. Solids or plaids. S-M- polyester-cotton p a st e I or dar k
colors. Sizes 8-16.
Beige, taupe, white, or navy. 9-11. L-XL

$4-$6 lycra-nylon girdles

$2

MIX
o CAKE
white, yellow
and lemon

VEGETABLES

Baby limas,
Mixed Veg.
NEW NO RETURN STAR KIST

DOUBLE
COLA

light'TUNA
chunk.
3 carton, ;oz
4 limit A
g
61
/
2 oz.
limit
Btl
LAND 0' LAKES TENN. FROZEN
CUT CORN
BUTTER
qtrs.
10 oz.
pkg. 8for4 I
93 score ip.15

Maniityles. White Lycra and nylon Decorator spreads in cotton or ace- Many sizes and colors in sport andtates. Solid or print, twin or full size. casual styles.
girdles. Sizes S-M-L.

lamisteil's Downtown Open Saturday 11 'tit 6 P.M.

fori

99C

WELCH GRAPE

LIGHT CRUST

JELLY

FLOUR

2poz. la
jar

I

MEAT
PIE
BEEF, CHICKEN,

TURKEY

6 total'
8 2thr 29c
limit oz.

HONEYSUCKLE

2 limit

5 lb.
bag

51b. icc
box qJ

33'
wEssoN - 48 oz. Btl.s 25c

CRISCO - 48 oz. Brl.

EG•0IL
WITH COUPO

2.44

Lowerntefin ra lErogo

for$

TENN.; FROZEN

$11-$16 if perfect quilted spreads $4-$7 teens,women'scasualshoes

7.99

3

181
/
2 oz.

o 49

5.55

Bonded Orlon acrylic knit costume.
99c
knit. Skimmer with
Choose from compote, tongs, salad in ripple-effect
servers, rose bowl, relish dish, jam ▪ matching long coat. Navy or gold. Boxes of fine stationery, each
200 sheets and 75 envelopes.
and jelly dish, or set of 6 teaspoons. 10-16.

DUNCAN HINES

CORONET

HUMBO - 48 oz. Btl.

it

With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding
value of 'elven merchandise (fresh milk products and
tobacco atom excluded in compliance with state law).
Cololoo0 expires.Wedneeday °crabs, 23 1968.
ONE
cootie Pee fondly per week
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Club Begins
Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid Fall Session
truck

Urban Crime Also A Woe
In Liberia, Says Student

MECHANICS WANTED
Gm a DIESEL

vacation. Local,
leasing company has openings for Mechanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY RISPLoYIER

and
Hiawatha
Art
The
Soci d I Club held its first
meeting of the 1968-69 season
at the Lelia Walker Clubhouse,
and heard Mrs. Zana Ward
outline plans for the support
of a girls' club
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER

.1. IT'S THE NEXT BEST THING TO A LETTER FROM HOME.
Tri-State Defender
236 S. Danny Thomas Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn. 38101

please und the

Crime in the streets is not Dr. W. V. S. Tubman, pred-. Hador has Ile problem with
just a campaign issue in 1 dent of Liberia.
Baal& sines it is the chief
American cities. They're word- Durhis his training and work language spoken la Liberia.
ed about in Monrovia, Liberia, there. he be nancerned Be also speaks lour tribal._
too.
about the problems of urban leagues. But, he adtnitted,
So says Losay Louis Kendor. crime developing in Monrovia. adjusting to America, Chicago,
a 24-year old foreign student He asked Dr. Tubman for and Loop the first couple of
law enforcement program pro- permission to study law en- vreeks.has been "confusing.", -..
vided at the Loop College, 84 forcement in America and "I was born in the bgell
the President granted him country," he said. "My father
E Lake st.
was an African chief of the
Kendor is on a leave of ab- leave to do so.
sence from hiE position as a "He's a very friendly man," Masi tribe in Loffa Country
In the western province of
special security agent (the says Kendor.
Liberia. He died in 1982 while
equivalent of the U. S Secret "I am primarily
interested I was attending high school in
Service )at the Executive Man. in how to combat crime,"
Associate Professor James Wood and Loney Kendor of Lihe Freetown, Sierra Leone."
shin in Monrovia where his went on. "I also want
beria discuss the law enforcement program at Loop College.
to learn He said Dr. Tubman's "unijob was to protect the life of
methods of protecting indivi- fication policy," an attempt to
dual citizens. If all goes well, relate urban Monrovia with,
I hope to study at Loop for its many Afro-American eta"'
4.ft two years and then
go on to zens to the tribal natives of
,
get a four-year degree in law the "hinterland" is responsible
enforcement. Monrovia is ex- for his leaving Loffa County
periencing some of the same and going to school and then
problems of crime as you to Monrovia.
.
have in American cities. I "I think the unification poliwant to know how police han- cy has worked quite well,"
dle it here."
he said.
Throtigiraftlends of his fiance, His widowed mother and five
Miss Evelyn Barclay, Kencior'brothers and sisters, of which
was put in contact with Mrs. he is the oldest, live in a small
Elzina Chandler of 4850 S. village called Buedu in Loffe:i.,
Drexel blvd., in Chicago. She County.
recommended that he attend He left for school in Sierra —
the Loop College where its Leone as a teen-ager and
Public Service Institute has studied until 1964 when he
a two-year program in law moved to Monrovia.
enforcement set up in cooper- There he attended the Naation with the Chicago Police tional Police Academy which
Department and . the Chicago granted him a diploma in PoCivil Service Commission. He lice Science. Later he studied
is the first foreign student to in other institutions in Liberia
be enrolled in the program which qualified him as a spt.,,
since it began a year ago.
cial security Agent to the
Kendor applied for admis- President.
sion to Loop in February of Kendor's advisor at Loop is
this year. He arrived in Chi- associate
p r ofessor
James
cago September 12 and stayed Wood, coordinator of the law
with the Chandlers while regis- enforcement program. Wood,
NEW JAYCEE PRESIDENT — Owens E.
cently at the Malibu Inn. At right is Rev. tering at Loop. He began a
former captain of the Police
Tuggle is seen here accepting gavel as new
J. A. McDaniel, pastor of Bethel United classes the following week.
Department in Forth Worth,
president of the Bouff City Jaycees from
Presbyterian Church, guest speaker for the
He is now rooming at the Texas, is his instructor for the
Otis Lightfoot, left, in a ceremony held reinstallation service.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph first course in law enforcement
.Neyland, 7830 S. Indiana, a entitled "Development of Con-.
family referred to him by the temporary American Police"
Liberian Consulate in Chicago. Systems."
••••••

READ MY AMAZING STORY, WHAT PRAYER
AND REV. COSTONIE DID FOR ME SAYS:
Miss Sandra Ratchffe, Alexander Hall •

TRI-STATE DEFENDER to the
following serviceman':

North 2-F-10, Jackson State College
Jackson, Mississippi 39217

Name & Rank
Serial Number
APO/FPO er Camp
Zip Code

City & Stets.
Country
Please sea hr
6 Menthe at Special rate of $3.50
1 Year

C

at Special rote of $6.00

My check or money order for S

SHOP CHANGES HANDS
—The Memphis Fast Foods
Service, Inc., recently purchased Ray's Do-Nut Shop

is enclosed

Signed:

Qualls Golf
Club To Hold

at 265 E. McLemore, and
serving as managar is Mrs.
Pettye J. Grice, center, a
12-'.'ear veteran in the donut
industry, wh3 is seen being
congratulated by Mrs. Ruby
Ray, the former owner, as

Jesse Turner, president of
MFFSI, looks on. Other officers of MFFSI are A. W.
Willis, Jr., vice president,
and B. L. Hooks, secretar,
'reasurer. (Hooks Bros.
Ptrito)

I visited my mother in Chicago thi
summer. She advised me to see REV
COSTONIE b•couseof my weight and
skin condition: I weighed 200 pounds
and had enormous blotches and pimples
over my face. REV. COSTONIE had helped my mother and grandmother. I stand
5'3" so I was really large.
REV. COSTONIE prayed for me each
week and gave mai a sat of prayers for
me to carry. Each week I noticed I
was slimming down more. At the end of
twelve weeks I had lost over 35 pounds
and my skin hod cleared beautifully.
Now my Oirrl is to lose 27 more pounds.
REV. COSTONIE sent me back to collegr
‘3
a completely new person. In June
hope to make my mother and REV. COS
TONIE proud of me when !graduate to
teach English and French. This wonmen has also helped my brother
der
Miss Sandra Ratehefs
by getting him a good job.
Anyone with a problem, martial, money Of Issolth should me* this
God sent man. You will be inspired by his wand•rous teachings and
prayers. Coll for an appointment at WA 4I-4969 or write to him at
927 E. 47th St.

You'll wear Stacy-Adams Shoes
for years—knowing they're the
finest you can buy. Fine handcraftsm anship. . .rich styling. ..
luxurious leathers. .. assure you
Instant and everlasting comfort-plus smart good looks that'll carry
you through many seasons.

VIM RAY ClIARIE

LEO KING
MONTNG REVOLVING CHARGE

Cinnamon Brown.Genuine aligator Black only. Black smooth calf and
lizard. Moccasin overlay front com- genuine shark-skin gored. Slip-on.
bine with rich brown smooth calf. leather lined, leather rub. heel.12
Gored top slip on, Leather lined. edge sole.

$49"

$4100

$38043
Black or Brown polished kid low
blucher, rubber heel, 12 edge sole.
white sole stitching, black-polish ed kid.

sbf-11)
li
BEASLEY.JONES • AMMO
SO SOUTH MAIN STREET

Anthony's

The Sam Qualls Golf Club is
holding its annual Turkey
Tournament Oct. 20, 1968 at
the Riverside Golf Course.
There will be four flights for
men and two flights for women.
The entrance fee is five dollars which includes green fees1
and a cocktail party which will
follow the tournament.
A nine hole qualifying round
can be played any day after
Oct. 13 but the final nine boles,
must be played Oct. 20. Cards'
can be turned in at the River
side Clubhouse to Mr. and!
Mrs. Rocky Reed.

TO YOUR EXACTING
SPECIFICATIONS
WIDE ASSORTMENT OF
PATTERNS & COLORS

I

WIG MFG. OUTLET OF MEMPHIS, Inc
Our traditional Low Overhead, Low Profit
policy directly offers to you

ANOTHER
FANTASTIC OFFER!

Low EsT PrticEs
EASY TERMS
SAMPLES SHOWN IN THE
COMFORT OF YOUR HOME
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE
WITHOUT OBLIGATION

SLIP COVERS
,Banquet Is Held
In Civic Building

(.I.STOM TAILORED
SAMPLES SHOWN,
cuT AND FIT IN
YOUR HOME FROM
100% COTTON
FABRICS

The deacons of Vollente Baptist Church presented a banquet on Sunday, Oct. 5, at
the Klondyke Civic Club building at 943 Vollentine.
A very tasty menu was
served to 200 guests and members. A lucky ticket was pulled
for the prize, And the winner
was Johnny B. Moore, one of
the two sponsors of the affair.
The prize was tan dollars.
Sponsoring the affair with
Mr. Moore was Waldo Campbell.
Rev. W. Fields, Jr., is pastor of the church.

Guest Teachers
Are Invited
For Session
A Night Sunday School session will be held from 7 to 330
pm
at the Christ Baptist
Church at 494 S. Parkway
East on Sunday, Oct. 20.
Mrs M. J Starks is general
superintendent of the Sunday
sistant superintendent.
School and J. E. Gooden as-

9

FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 47th STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653

Tournament
The Quality Remains ...
Len After The Price Is Forgottess

.74

Venetian Blinds
Decorative Shades
'Vertical Blinds
Austrian Shades
Decorative Wood
Shades

WILL AM

BOTH FOR

1590

THIS
WEEK
ONLY
off., Gaither
October

fi

GettheBest
Used CarsFrom the
Get More Dealer!
°

ISHER

1925 UNION AVE.
275-1148
3250 SUMMER
324-4444

I

19th

GUARANTEED 100% HUMAN HAIR
WE USE BRITISH NETTING ONLY

I

Anthony's
MERCHANDISING CO. OF MEMPHIS,Inc

1996 Union Avenue
Phon• 278i7424
Hours 9 to 6
MIIKAMINIAN if0.4mon Catherine's Shut P.a.

L

M

ENI

lakineli

and Wad, it...

-01111ou- .411111111No. .411111110..411111116.
a
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Church To Cite Founders At Sunday Service
Front Street Offers
Family Rate For Show

The Mississippi Blvd. Chris- Elder Hylton is the pastor of and the Christian Theological
tian Church will begin its the Centennial Christian Church Seminary in Indianapolis, Ind.
47th annual Founders Day ac- in St. Louis, Mo. A native of Elder Hylton will address the
tivities with a reception on Virginia, he has served as Memphis congregation on SunAs a special offering to the and stars beautiful Metropoli- Saturday night, Oct. 19, at pastor in St. Louis for the day, Oct. 20, during a special
children of the community, tan Opera star, Patricia Welt- 8 p.m., for the guest speaker past seven years.
11 o'clock program to honor
ing — and handsome Harvey
Sunday, the Elder Samuel He was graduated from the founders of the 47-year-old
Front Street Theatre announc- Dice as the
for
romantic lovers.
I Morehouse College in Atlanta church.
es a Special Family Show
The Special Half Price Tic- Hylton, Jr.
seathe
rate fur its opener of
ket Sale for youngsters, 13
rants against the striking emms, Jerome Kern and Oscar years and younger, goes into
immortal effect immediately — and can
ployees.
Heannerstein's
"SHOWBOAT." To all children, be purchased at the Front St.
A group of ministers met at
13 years and younger, all Theatre Box Office, located at The striking employees of the' According to sources within the Holy Temple Church of
tickets will be sold at half Memphis State University in City of Memphis Hospitals have American Federation of State, God in Christ to plan strategy
price.
the Speech and Drama Build- begun a "direct action" camCounty and Municipal Em- for the community involvement
The memorable "Showboat" ing
— in the 3700 block of paign aimed at ending the four.
ployees union, the union repre- in the hospital strike. The meetfeaturing its magnificent mu- Central
Avenue.
Telephone week old work-stoppage.
senting the strikers, supervis- ingt was closed to the black
sic, such as "Old Man River," 321-1059.
campaign consists of daily ors now working at the City press.
"Only Make Believe," "Why "Showboat" runs Oct. 17 The
Meanwhile Jesse Epps, staff
through the downtown Hospitals have urged nonmarches
Do I Lave You," "Bill" and thru November 10th, with
picket- striking employees to harrass representative of AFSCME has
intensive
and
district
"Life Upon The Wicked Stage" nightly performances Tuesday
ing of the city hospital com- and provoke those picketing continued to press the city to
— and its bittersweet romance, thru Sunday, at 8 p.m. There plex.
and if necessary swear war- re-open negotiations.
is a classic production that ap- Is one Saturday matinee, Oct.
peals to people of all ages. 19th at 2:00 p.m., and Sunday
Because of its heritage and matinees are October 27, Nosetting in the Old South, it is vember 3 and November 10th.
a show the whole family will Season memberships, offering
enjoy.
choice seats for all 7 produc"Showboat" opens October 17 tions, are also available at
at Memphis State University, The Front St. Theatre Box OfSpeech and Drama Building,'fice.

Hospital Strike In 3rd Week

CAMPUS
CONFERENCE
— Miss Dorothy Collins,
left, a senior English education major at Tuskegee
Institute, pauses here to
pursue a point on linguistics with Dr. Ian C. Catford and Harold Allen,

right. Both Dr. Catterd,
chairman of the linguistics
department at the University of Michigan, and Dr.
Allen, professor of English
at the University of Minnesota, were participants
in a three-day conference

on English Skills of College Students co-sponsored
by Tnskegee Institute and
University of Michigan. Dr.
Catford is an authority on
Scottish, English and East
Indian dialects and Dr. Alon
len is an authority
American social dialects.

Sports Horizon

WORLD SERIES SETBACK Stadium expecting to add to
It is the seventh and final their individual statistics which
game of the World Series, you are tops in the nation. Roy
have your star pitcher ready Shivers, now a starter in the
who has allowed only one run offensive backfield for the St.
while picking up two wins, Louis Cardinals, was subjected
the home park advantage and to hostile treatment from the
the opposition forced to come Memphis State defensive unit
back with a hurler tired from a few years ago as MSU deonly two days rest.
feated Utah State 7-0 in a big
NASHVILLE — Dr. Samuel unusual fields to return to aid
The latter was the case when upset. Last Saturday night
Special
planning
undergraduates
in
Dean
for
Proctor,
D.
Detroit faced the Cardinals MSU was a two touchdown
Projects at the University of careers. These graduates will
last week in the showdown favorite over West Texas State
Wisconsin, will keynote Ten- be featured in two sessions of
Kinder- game of the 1968 World Series and wound up a 41-21 victor.
nessee A&I State University's five workshops each where The Person Avenue
in St. Louis. The heavily fameeting
first
The Tigers monumental acNew Career Opportunities Con- they may answer questions and garten held its
vored Cards went down to a
ference Thursday, October 24. give information.
on Tuesday, Oct. 9, and offi- stunning defeat as everything complishment was holding the
Buffaloes' Eugene "Mercury"
Former president of the Incers were elected.
seemed to have gone wrong for
Morris to only 52 yards rushstitute for Services to Educa- Dr. Proctor, a Virginian by
They were Mrs. Minnie Ely, the Redbirds.
ing. Morris went into the game
tion in Washington, Dr. Proc- birth has served as president
the
mowed
Mickey
Lolich
vice
sporting a 234 yards per game
tor will speak at the convoca- of both Virginia Union and president; Mrs. A. Bell,
once proud National League
tion which will open the meet- North Carolina A&T State president; and Mrs. L. Sanders, champs as Detroit put togeth- rushing average. Prior to the
encounter with MSU, Morris
ing sponsored by Tennessee Universities, and has also been secretary.
er enough timely hits to regisState University and the Na- administrator in the Peace
Following devotion by Renee ter a 4-1 triumph. Lolich joined had a field day in 35-20 thrilling win over Montana State.
Corps in Nigeria and Washingtional Urban League.
Leverne Shipp, Mrs. Alma the Cards' Bob Gibson as a The 190-pound Pittsburgh senThe University has invited ton, the National Council of
in
World
three-game
winner
graduates from 1956 through Churches, and the Office of Jean Edwards told about the Series play. It was Gibson ior halfback amassed over
purpose of kindergarten. Mrs. who turned the trick last fall 300 years on the ground and
1968 who are now employed in Economic Opportunity.
Pinkie Edwards told of the in the classic against the Bos- was second only to Southern
advantages of nursery school. ton Red Sox. Gibson actually Cal's 0. J. Simpson for the
title.
Morris
Speaking on a panel were outpitched Lolich for the better 1967 rushing
Mrs. Martha Brown, Mrs. part of the game, setting simply couldn't get to the outTommy Evans, Mrs. Martha strikeout records each time side to turn on the speed. Late
Braxton and Mrs. Cleora Mc- he whizzed his high hard one in the game the Texans took
to the air and Morris took in
Ewens.
by Detroit batters.
pass
gamefor the final
It was unfortunate for St.
Prompt medical care for stressed that veterans who de- While service-connection is Louis rooters that there was a
sco53
re ofyardthe
Viet-Nam veterans is a must' velop medical problems within presumed for a six month a breakdown in the defending UPSET SPICES MIAA ACTION
Administration six months of their release period, Dr. Engle explained, World Champions' strong snits'
Veterans
at
Booker T. Washington, a 55hospitals and clinics,
from military service should beyond that the service-connec- defense and base running Had 26 winner over Kingsbury, beIn a recent letter to three- be treated immediately with- tion must be verified by a Lou Brock elected to slide at came the sole leader in the
tors of VA's 166 hospitals and out waiting until the veteran physical examination and com- home plate in game five when AAAA League of the MIAA
202 clinics, Chief Medical Di- establishes that his ailment'parison with military medical St. Louis was threatening to
— last week. The Warriors were
drive Lolich from the mound, able to move into the lead by
records.
rector Dr. H. Martin Engle is service-connected.
the Series may have never gone its win and a 14-7 upset of
the limit. Brock was out in White Station by Hamilton.
an eye lash and Detroit sur- The Spartans
rated
were
vived the inning to eventually fourth in the state. Overton
overcome the three-run deficit crushed Northside 26-6 to reto win 5-3.
tain a game back with HamilGibson, winner 4-0 in the ton. The Warriors face a stiff
opener plus a 17 strikeout per- test when White Station atformance and an easy 10-1 vic- tempts to bounce back against
tor in Detroit, was locked up them this week.
in a pitching duel for six
frames with the crafty left- Melrose warmed up for its
handed Lolich when the usual- important clash with undefeatly dependable Curt Flood play- ed Catholic by trouncing Frayed Jim Northrup's low line ser 28-0 while the Terriers
wer having little opposition in
drive into a triple.
The hit drove in two runs a 59-14 conquest over Tech.
and broke the game wide open Coach Eldridge Mitchell said
in the seventh. Flood could that Melrose would not do anyhave possibly been moaning thing different against Catholic.
over his being trapped off "We will just run what will
first base in the sixth by Lo- work," bellowed Coach Mitchlich. Flood and Brock were ell. Catholic's offense is excaught leaning toward second pected to keep Melrose busy
when they were picked off with Bart Creedon and Calbase by Lolich. The pair had vin Milam, the offensive sparkstolen 10 bases between them plugs.
in earlier games and Brock, Lester's 18-14 upse t victory
besides his 13 hits, was one over Oakhaven really threw
theft away from the aRtime the oddmakers for a loop.
record for stolen bases in World The Hawks were heavily faSeries competition.
vored to win the Single A
This columnist predicted this championship.
upset in SPORTS HORIZON,
the reasoning being that Loich
a good pitcher despite all the
headlines going to Detroit's
30 game winner Denny McLain,
and the power in the Tigers
lineup would offset the tremendous pitching of Gibson.
The results didn't follow that
script in its entirety, but the
results nevertheless were the
same. Winning could have preRides flat CRAY
sented a problem for Gibson.
The Lasting Way
The most valuable player
17 simiNsteg
•MAW
award would surely have been
dull, faded hair becomes younger looki
given baseball's best pitcher.
dark and lustrous, n
Gibson received the MVP last
with highlights. ST
Hair Colonng won't
year and the new car that goes
or wash oat Safe
with it. Bullet Bob probably
=assents,too.Try Srilerg
had wondered what he was
ONLY 98#
going to do with another auto.
COMPLETE-NOTHING
Detroit and Lobel] helped him
ELIE TO WV
solve the impending problem.
MSU APPLY BRAKES
STRAND HAIR COMMIS
Memphis State showed a few
Choice of 5 natural shale*
Jet tnocn—storii—aarlillnowa
years ago that the Tigers have
Mecham BrOWII —tit* UMW
little regard for opposing playAsk fey it at your MUM.
ers who come into Memorial

Dr. Proctor To Keynote
New Careers Conference

Person Avenue
Nurser/ School
Holds Meeting

Seagram's 7 Crown (The Sure One)has been
the weed's best-liked brand of whiskey for 21 consecutive years.
For three vital reasons: 1. Quality. 2. Value. 3. Taste.
Think it over. Numbers don't lie.
Say Seagram's and Be Sure

AUTO SUPPLY CO.
DAVID M. ROSENBERG

Customer Satisfaction
for over 30 YEARS
236 Chelsa at 5th-527-7307

OPEN NITES añ

SUNDAY

0111811118 Ni'-.Company,New York C.ity, Blended Whiskey. 88 Proof.85% Grain Neutral Spirit&

'fb

She MOW In oil and erotic pesos,...
really an 'Mikis, beauty.
*AIL
lodes Weirs ara ostorst.. -boautin
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4.-- _5?-406,1_,_ 0
1111:
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cent and soohistinted look.
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that
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It
fades
freckles,
Alloy of today'. beauties have Intanned look, aids in rift:Ming blackheads
toured creamy whits PALMER'S MIN
Wing
amt
smoothing
large
pores—helps
SUCCESS" BLEACH CREAM. .tho smogout your natural beauty.
sated cream with that heaveniy tthirartra
— "SKIN SUCCESS" CREAM, MT Mirmi
ICell to use with '11,114 SUCCESS"
dearer, astorsi-lookiag Samiliftn. And
CREAM, is PALMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS"
"SKIS SUCCESS" CREAM contain the
SOAP,
with hexachlorophene, its deep
tall otitis' stronsth M momooistod meracting foamy madicatioa beauty-bathos
cury, tas mornesi in/radiant often orewhile
it
sweeps sway gores.
scribal by *setoff fur effective skin

Insist on the blue and gold packages!
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Three Memphis Students
Enroll At Lake Forest

I

Memphis

students

YOU CAN

Patronize Your Tri-State

Threw 1g.
•MOO' studeabi The curriculum is
based on'
have allr°404 IS freshmen alike principle
that
education in
-Like Forest College at
she
liberal arts and sciences is the
Forest, 111,, this fall. The Qus
'
of an'
milk
* 334
students ocat preparation for responsible
total
ina
college enrollment citAgenskiP.
of 1,2113.
The
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Defender Advertisers
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are

Miss Sidney Horton, daughter
of Rev. *ad Mrs. Willie D. Hot- Tall, daughter of Mr. and Mr.
- ton, 16110 Brookins; Miss Irene
Sidney Tall, 1502 Sunset; and
Miss Jimetta L. Johnson, daughter of Mrs. Mary A. Johnson,
1570 ;Witten at.

IF60D COSTS
WITH

Represented on the campus

are 45 states, and 23 foreign
countries, as well as the Virgin
Islands and Puerto Rico.
Lake Forest is a co-educational liberal arts college founded in 1/157 and located 30 miles
north of Chicago on the shore
of Labs Michigan.
The college occupies a 90-acre
campus and seeks a diverse
student body, bringing together
from all sections of the country,
a democratic community of students and scholars.
Offering 18 departmental
majors and providing basic
preparation for all graduate and
professional schools, Lake Forest College encourages students
to consider interdepartmental
majors as well.

Slashed
Prices

C

plus TO Value Stamps
U.S CHOICE TEN DERAY

AT LAKE FOREST COLLEGE at Lake Forest, Ill.
Is Miss Jimetta L. Johnson, daughter of Mrs.
Mary A. Johnson of 1570
The Hill Chapel Baptist Britton at., Memphis, who
Church of 2521 Dexter ave. will, La seen registering at the
present its annual Harvest school.
She received a
Day, Sunday Oct. 20, at 3 p.m.
personal
welcome to the
The guest speaker for the occasion will be .the Rev. H. C.' college f r om President
Cherry, pastor of First Baptist William Graham Cole at
Chelsee.
a reception for freshman
Chairman for the program students at his home duris Mrs. Mary Branch with Mrs. ing New Student Week.
Margret Ross serving as coMiss Johnson is one of 334
chairman.
Rev. E. L. Slav is the pastor. student in the Class of 1972.

5.

New Afro Wigs $24.15
Memphis oldest and Largest

Harvest Day Will
Be Celebrated

WigiShop. All 100%
!I: itee..Permanently curled wig. 11.15

human

• WIGLETS S7.10
WIGS $19.15

LONG KINKY WIGS $24.115
LONG FALLS $311.60
LONG NAND MADE WIGS $59.15
.B.C. Charge All. Or ise sir
BANKAMERICARQ emirate Charge Placer
veleomeifile Lay.A.w Expert Styling 53.50
Clean $1.50

'Licensed Beautician es(sty Tem-Beard of Comstelety

USOA
CHOICE

Round Steak
800
TEkippAY
Large Hens
290
Pork Loin
990 WOK FOR THIS
YOU
Sliced Bacon
eiR LABELBUYWHEN
BEEF
290
P
Redeem 8th Week
Congratulations
"CAPER" Coupons
for 650 Top Value
Stamps plus 74 Cash,
Saving NOW I Top Value Stamps
lb.

SNOW VALLEY

KROGER

lb

QUARTER SLICED

sliced as
mixed chops lb

COUNTRY STYLE

rind less

lb

Only Ace Appliance Co. Offers You
5 Year Guarantee on Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
Including Parts and Service at No Extra Cost
FREE 5 YEAR SERVICE Within a 25-Milo Radius of the City Limits of Memphis, Tenn.
°THIS IS ONE MOH REASON WHY MOM AND MORI PEOPLE BUY
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Oder ter Peed
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Guarantee is Delivered With The
Purchase of Either Frigidaire Washer or Dryer

Ace Appliance Co. Exclusive 5' Year Written

Why Sacrifice Qualitir, When You Can
Get FRIGIDAIRE at These Low Prices

LIBBY YELLOW CLING

When you buy Kra gisr Tend•ray brand
Beef, the quality is always guaranteed.
No sprays or chemicals ar• ever added
to Tanderay. It :s tendered NATURALLY
to taste best.

halves or slicles3. z1.- lcba. n

eaches

krruler

Frigidaire 1968
Jet Action WASHER
has DPC For

CRISCO
3
lb.
34
01.
can
6
.;

NO
PAYMENT TIL
FEBRUARY 69

No4rext Fabrics!
lailIttliielliblarlisligtema
•
seariumbor PsIPIP& allapo hob

•NW WWI Wait.*We awed
PrIal Wig fat
Pbala kbabla
amok 1mM*
!balm Nast6141,161wdoamak
•
assuolif asn's me mat la aDATNA
prIs
Tela.
•TsHisalls arckiss.
.
PIIM WI*II44.011114

with this coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding tobacco and fresh or frozen milk products.
Good thru Tues Oct. 22. Lt One.

989

n/0111A11111 JET ACTION WASN/It
MODEL WAN SNOWCREST WHiTE
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NO MONEY
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3rd YEAR SARVICE sod PARTS
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NO CRAM
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NO COARSE

Sad MR MIMICS sod PARTS
3rd YEAR SERYKI sad PARTS
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VALUI STAMPS

hats Kroger Nuts
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11 a 14.snse Pride Air Freshener
2
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so

50
JUST CALL MRS. PHILLIP
AT 743-2630 AND WE'LL SEN
YOU A GIFT CERTIFICAT
GOOD FOR 1,500 TOP VALUE
STAMPS!
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Accountant In Dodge
Program For Dealers

LeMoyne-Owen Alumni
Elect New Officers

DETROIT - Robert E. Hill
of Robert E. Hill and Company, A Los Angeles accounting firm, has been selected
by Dodge Division, Chrysler

Motors Corporation. for their
Dealer T r a hung
Program
which was inaugurated last
year.
Mr Hill, 33, has completed
the first segment of the program in Detroit where he was
placed in various key departments of the auto company's
headquarters.
He is presently assigned
to an in-dealer training pro\ gram where he will receive
intensified instruction in the
REWARD
actual sales, service, parts,
Information leading to return of
BOB HILL
two
b u siness
management
German Shepherds - one solid white, and
and nos, black and tan,
graduating
with honors
f.unctions
of
an
operating
527-11155
or
527-3682
-!Dodge facility. His assign- 1961.
FASHION - TRAVEL ments will cover the complete Mr. Hill was nominated to
'spectrum of different mar- Phi Beta Kappa and is a
EARN
ikets, as well as methods of member of Beta Gamma SigNeed 21 young
ladies, leave Immedima, honorary business adminately for New York City
via Eastern operation.
istration fraternity.
Airlines-Guaranteed 6150
per month
Mr. Hill is a native of
-Phse oornmission--plos bonus.
Omaha, Nebraska, where be In 1961, he joined the naImmediate Draw Account
tional accounting
Arm of
graduated from Omaha CenEverybody welcome at
Arthur Young Company as a
Interview regardless of race color or creed
Aral High School as an honor CPA, p r o gressing through
For Appointment For
was awarded a outside auditor assignments
Personal Inter- !student. He
hew Phone 326-3847
four year academic scholar- and was named auditor-inFOLLOW THE SUN
ship to Harvard University, but charge.
Need 12 young men Travel New chose to stay in the Omaha
In 1965 he formed his own
York City, California and
return.
New Car Transportation
area and enrolled in Omaha!company in southwestern Los
Bring driver's license - Furnished.
$350 per
lAngeles, directing this operamonth-plus commission--plus
bonus. University on a partial schol- tion
until he chose to start with
Immediate Draw Account
arship from that university. Dodge's dealer training.
Everybody welcome at intervtew
regardless of race, color or creed.
Be supplemented his scholFor Appointment For Personal
Interview Phone: 526-5883,
arship in a variety of service Mr. Hill is a member of
positions in hotels, country the American Institute of Ce.rNegro professional man, clubs,
and ultimately became I tified Public Accountants; the
36, single, former Mem- waiter-in-charge for the Chi. California Society of CPS's;
and is on the Board of the New
phian. Desires writing un- cago, Burlington and Quincy Frontier
Democratic Club.
Railroad.
attached women 24-35. L. Mr. Hill then
transferred to He and his wife, Celia (HolLouviere 1428 Fair, Colum- Washburn University in Tope- liday)
Hill, formerly of Memka, Kansas, working part time phis, Tenn., reside at
bus, Ohio 43205
4245 Don
jobs as a postal clerk and Tomaso Drive,
Los Angeles.
WANTED - COLORED
DEALER counsellor at a Boys Industrial
for sales and Service of new
space School.
His parents, Mr. and Mrs.
design cleaners. $500 investment
secured by merchandise required.
In 1958 he transferred to the;Robert K. Hill reside at 1025
Sales
experience helpful. We will train
and University of California at Los North
105th Street, Omaha,
assist in organizing your own busiAngeles, school of accounting, Nebraska.
ness. For Information Call
324-6107

Willie T. Miles of 690 E.! national president of the LeFrank Circle, a 1966 graduate Moyne-Owen General Alumni
of LeMoyne and a staff mem- Association.
ber of RCA's personnel de- Other officers on
Mr.
partment, is the new president Miles' staff are Mrs. Rio Ritta
of the LeMoyne-Owen College Jackson, recording secretary;
Alumni Club of Memphis.
Mrs. Mildred Hodges, assisElmer L. Henderson wa$!tant recording secretary; Mrs.
elected first vice president Mary D. Telford, correspondand Dover Crawford second ing secretary; Mrs. LeEleanor
vice president. Before LeMoyne Benson, assistant
recording
and Owen were merged last secretary; Benjamin T. Lewis,
summer, Mr. Henderson serv- treasurer; T. R. McLemore,
ed as president of the Le- parliamentarian; Mrs. Susie
Moyne Club and Mr. Crawford Hightower, sergeant-at-arms;
WAS head of the Owen Alumni LeRoy Van Johnson,
chaplain,
Association.
and Mrs. Eldora Amos, historMr. Henderson continues as ian.

Classified Ad
Section

l

1

HELP WANTED. FEMALE
3 Neat appearing ladles
with car to
help with our fall rush of
business.
Three hours day or evening.
S35 per week. One manager
opening.
Write:
C. C. Broyle
1805 W. Holmes Road
Memphis 38109

4'n

BUSINESS FOR SALE
BAKERY
HOLLYWOOD
and
CHELSEA Only one in area. During good business. Will show books. Practically
all
new equipment. $15.000
with
510.000 down.
Charles moor.
357-3333
276-0874
J. R. Atkins
Realty
Company
Home
2438 Chelsea
323-4024
MEN. ARA

RELIEF SHORT
ORDER CLERK
Carousel Restaurant
2924 Walnut Grove Road
NORTHWOOD PARK
APTS.
•
Spacious 2 bedroom apts. Wired for
4-C Water furnished. Off street park ing. See Mr. Avant. 1146 Breedlove
apt No. 11.

J. D. MARKS REALTY
COMPANY
62 N. MAIN STREET
JACKSON 5-1796
HOME AND BUSINESS
Living Quarters with Grocery Store
Fixture. Can be handle on Terms
1519 N. Tresevant
Charlie Moore
357433 or 323-40241
278-0959'
I. F. Hubbard
HELP WANTED
teaks, Chick.% Packers.
leek Pirtle Drive IS
1117 8. Bellevue
FOR SALE
21 its T. V. Set. 135. Refrigerator
Range.
$30. Automatic
$35. Gas
Washer. 135. Small Deep Freese. 150.
276-7119
apt. Ilse resident agent. 1144 Breedlove. Apt. No. 11.

HOME - INVESTMENT
Large 2-Bedroom Brick Duplexes in
good neighborhood.
AU are rented
Will sell FHA or VA at the appraise
value or for an investment. We can
sell all Duplexes at a very attractive
price. For further Information
call
Mrs. Virgie Kenncti
452-7930

Elmer Harris Realty Company
327-6192

3534 Park Ave

HONE FOR SALE
wisTr - Messick and Melorset

Near
Two Bedrooms and Den Refrigerator
end stove included. Shady Yard. GI
or PHA Loan Easy to buy, like payMg rent. Garage attached to house,
window guards. Beautiful inside.
Located at 2978 CARRINGTON BM
Cell Mrs. W. N. Beater

525-5938 or 276-3467

EHC

rump
& Co.

BIIIHNEHle FOR SALE

SMOILEY BAR-B-Q
Web Fetablished
Ra r B-Q and Sandwich busi neap in
an excellent location on
Lamar at
Barksdale
If you are interested In
a good business, call for an appoint ment to see and discuss terms
946-2794
1170 Misels.ippi

REFRIGERATOR 835 RANGE. $30:
2I-INCH TV. $35, AUTO WASHER.
135. DETER. 135: DEEP FREEZER,
550.
276-7119

"BeaudfuL Lake-View Lat II
Multi-Million Dollar Development at Bella-Testa, Arkansas".
Write to: Mr. Roy G. Warren
Box TSD, 2133 Westchester
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

L L

SEALE ST.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY .tRTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS COVIDENTIAL IA 6-1450

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

8

THAN'S
LOAN OFFICE
BARGAINS

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
tie(' suit

.11 rallfarlyielli

imommir

Has immediate opening for

Clerk Typist Payroll Clerk
Payroll or clerk typist experience desirable. Should be
able to type 50 to60 wpm. and enjoy working with figures.
Should be good in arithmetic. Company offers stable employment and excellent benefits.

you have above qualifications, please report t
Plant Personnel Office at:
8:00 A.M.

IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSIC1L INSTRUMENTS.
AUYIEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

Friday, Oct. 18th
I

1356 S. RIVERSIDE
al lit, rt nit Emplo- er

176 & 178 REAL STREET SA 4I-5;00

2%

keT

2x10-16 No. 3 YP
$99M
*, 1x6 Cedar Fenciner
07c lin, ft.
4'x8' RED WOOD Basket Weave Fence
.995c eeaa..
•2x7 & 2x8 PLYWOOD
DAMAGED 4x8 SHEETROCK
99c ea.
4,• I/8x6/8 LOUVERED DOORS
$3.95 ea,
$3.95 ea.
2":•% 3/00/0 NEW SCREEN DOORS
WHITE ALUMINUM CROSS PANEL STORM
7t, DOORS Regular $59.95 NOW FOR ONLY
$29.95 ea.
f4 METAL WARDROBE CABINETS
• Regular $39.95 NOW
$19.95 ea.
2• 6"x48" MIRRORS
$13,50
CEILING TILE
08c sq. ft.
i; MISC. ODD DOORS 2/0x6/8
$1.99.ea.I
•PAR RUSTIC BROWN STAIN
Gal.‘lig
7% WHITE CREOSOTE PAINT
$1.99 Gal.
X 6d CASING NAIL 50 lb. Carton
$3,95
FINISHIN
8d
G NAIL 50 lb. Carton
$4.95
• By-Pass & Pocket Door Hardware
99c set
• 7" PAINT PAN & ROLLER SETS
79c ea.
7,4 GE ELECTRIC CORDLESS CARVING KNIFE
Regular $28.95 NOW
$19.95 SET
MISC. CABINET HARDWARE (pulls, knobs, hinges,
catches etc.) YOUR CHOICE
19c ea.

$1.49

PINE

EXWISITE

IMPO3TED

TRANSLUCENT

CHINA

ARMSTRONG FLOOR COVERING
No. 1-NO SECONDS
EMBOSSED LINO.
BRIGADE CUSHION VINYL
TRACINO
MONTINA
TESSERA
DORELLE

$2.35
52.05
$1.85
$5.36
$3.58
$3.58

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.

Create a mood for gracious dining
vvith a table service so line, you'll
'oe tempted to display it in a cabi net and bring it out only for the
most important occasions. V( t,
now so inexpensive you can grace
your table with it every day'

These Bargains Available

*
*
*
*

ALL 3 LOCATIONS
235-LB. 15-YR. BONDED NO. I ROOFING, No Seconds,
Cash Deily, Price in City $6.25, Cash & Carry $5.99 sq.
26"x6' CORRUGATED PLASTIC ROOFING
$1.59 ea.
PANELIN
G . $2.99 ea.
4x8 PRE-FINISHED MAHOGANY
$1.39,
Reg.
PAINT,
NOW
... 59c ea.
SPRAY
12-oz. CAN
These Prices Good One Week Only
CASH and CARRY
I I Trucks Available to arrange delivery
STORE HOURS, Monday thru Friday-7:30 'til 5:30
Saturday, 8:00 'til 5:00

‘zt

HYMAN
1129 FLORIDA.

N.1948-4555

BUILDERS
SUPPLY,isc.

DINNER PLATES
CUPS * SAUCERS
DESSERT DISHES
BREAD & BUTTER
P LATES

Regency
Rose

3

EACH
«in

.with (ACM
Pretest
50 1.116IT

featunng fluted rims,the hallmark
of the most expensive china.

SHOP
BIG
STAR
"Wine
*dia"te
"itatety4

100011.HOLLYW000
Net327-4126

MEMPHIS,TENNESSEE

R29 W.BROADWAY,FORREST CITY,ARK. t
ktftkitickgAktaktil*ditAkiliCktiVAIMVIgeilliktasibhtiV.

IC

MEMPHIS LAMP PLANT

1000 N. HOLLYWOOD
FALL
CLEAN UP

AELIE HARRIS REALTY CO.
046--72311
•

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEI
N
1112-164.161

CAN YOU USE

. APPIVA
-NWPVII
0•0 ,
PPV
M~
fa ,' I
fa'
9
e :
P
P*M
VPV
:

FOR SALE
New and Used Furniture & Appliance
We carry notes on used merchandise
Call: Chaska& Furniture & Appliance
527-6133
BEE LINE FASHION needs 3 women in this area to show nationally
advertised lines. Free clothing plus
profit. No canvassing or collecting.
Use of car necessary.
Phone 398-7634 after 5 P.In•

CONVOCATION S P BAKERS - Comparing notes
after the opening Convocation at Tennessee State
University last week are
from left Dr. A. P. Torrence, newly elected president of the university, Mrs.
Gladys B. Adams, Executive Secretary of the Alumni Association, and Dr. J.
H. M. Smith, Provost, Academic
Services, Higher
Education, State Department of Education.

7u'e•teat

